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Senate committee rejects Tower
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
Armed Services Committee voted
Thursday to reject John Tower's nomination as defense secretary, splitting
11-9 along party lines as it handed
President Bush the first major defeat of
his administration.
The full Senate is expected to make a
final decision on the nomination next
week.
During two and one-half hours of debate — mostly in the form of speeches
— before the vote, majority Democrats
said they felt no joy in opposing Tower
but were compelled to do so. Some cited
allegations over the past month of ex-

cessive drinking and of womanizing.

members and the GOP leadership.

Republicans alleged partisanship and
suggested Tower was held to too high a
standard. Sen. Malcolm Wallop of
Wyoming said, "The majority believes
we are confirming a defense god, not a
defense secretary."

"We now go to the floor" of the Senate, Fitzwater declared. He said the
committee had "every right to look
into" allegations about Tower.
However, Fitzwater also complained,
"We hear vague talk about concern
about his personal habits and we think
this debate ought to be on a slightly
higher level than that.''

In Tokyo, where Bush was attending
the funeral of Japanese Emperor Hirohito, White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said the President was sticking by Tower and "there's no consideration of any change, period."
The President kept tabs on the situation by telephone, calling committee

If the full Senate should turn down
Tower, it would be the first time in history a newly elected president had suffered a rejection of a nominee to his
first Cabinet.

In all, eight Cabinet nominations
have been rejected, the most recent 30
years ago.
Before the committee vote, most of
the panel's 11 Democrats and nine Refiublicans explained their positions in
engthy comments.
Sens. Richard Shelby, D-Ala., and
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., said they would
vote against the Tower nomination, and
Shelby indicated that the committee's
influential chairman, Sen. Sam Nunn,
D-Ga., opposed confirmation.
Nunn had no immediate public comment.

"The nominee is crippled, beyond repair," Shelby said prior to the meeting.
So many serious allegations have been
raised. Those allegations have not been
answered to my satisfaction."
As sentiment against Tower mounted. White House concerns increased,
with high-gear lobbying by Vice President Dan Quayle and other White House
representatives.
The panel met for more than two
hours in closed-door session, then broke
up briefly so Democrats and Republicans could caucus separately before an
early evening vote.

Femmes concert
slated for April 3,
Grand Ballroom
by Dennis Robaugh
staff reporter

The final step in bringing a national band to the University was
sealed this week when the Violent Femmes returned a signed contract for a performance.
According to Gale Swanka, director of University Activities Organization, the band will appear in Lenhart Grand Ballroom April 3
For one show. Tickets go on sale March 8, she said.
Tickets will be $6 for students and $8 for the general public, she
said. All seats will be general admission, she said.
The Violent Femmes consist of members Gordon Gano, vocals and
rhythm guitar, Brian Ritchie, bass and lead guitar and Victor DeLorenzo, percussion.
Randy Haecker, publicist for Slash Records, said the band members do not like to be asked about the group's name.
" 'If you have to ask, you don't get it,' is their attitude," he said.
Haecker said the Violent Femmes tour starts March 3 in Stevens
Point, Wis.
"Part of what they are trying to do is get to the universities," he
said. "They are concentrating on hitting the audience that got them
their start."
However, Haecker said the band will be playing other avenues as
well.
The band got its start seven years ago in Milwaukee by "busking"—playing on the streets for change thrown into a can, he said.
Chrissy Hynde and James Honeyman-Scott of the Pretenders
saw them on the street and Chrissy asked them to open a show for
her band," Haecker said.
Following this, the band released their first album, 77ie Violent
Femmes, which has sold over 800,000 copies, he said.
"Blister in the Sun" and "Add It Up" were the most popular songs
from the album, he said.
The band has issued three other albums: Hallowed Ground.Blind
Leading the Naked and their latest release. Three—all on the Slash
Records label.
"The new album is doing really well," he said. "The biggest buzz
is coming from the college audience.
"Their music is just straightforward rock 'n' roll."

Dueling Comic

BG News'John Potter

Karen Helsinger. freshman radio-television-film major, was one of
more than 15 student comedians who performed their routines Thursday night at the U.S. College Comedy Competition held in the Lenhart

Grand Ballroom. Dave Lockard. sophomore theater major, took first
place honors at the contest, winning 550 and dinner for two at Sun
dance.

Author lectures on elections Congressman indicted

on teen sex allegations

Lacefield discusses Salvadoran politics
by Dennis Robaugh
staff reporter

The upcoming Salvadoran
elections and the continuing U.S.
policy toward the Latin American nation were discussed
Thursday night at a lecture given by the organizational director
for the Democratic Socialists of
America.
Patrick Lacefield, co-author
of the book "El Salvador: Central America in the New Cold
War," related his impressions of
the Salvadoran political situation to about 30 people in the
Business Administration build-

ing.
I've picked up on the dream
of the Salvadoran people," he
said. "I dream for an end to the
eight-year civil war."
Lacefield returned from El
Salvador in May 1987 after working for the Salvadoran Catholic
Church in the northern part of
the country, he said.
"I was director of a project
that trained villagers in simple
health care, rural development
and food distribution," he said.
He served in areas controlled
by the rebels and government
troops in this capacity and made
frequent contact with both
forces, he said.

Friday
According to the National Weather
Service at Ihe Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be partly sunny
and cold with a high
of 20. Tonight Is expected to be clear
and cold with a low
between 5 and 10.
Saturday will be
sunny with a high of
30.

"In the eight years of fighting,
the Salvadoran army has increased five times in size to
about 50,000 troops," he said.
"The rebel forces number about
6,000."
Lacefield said the same conditions that drove the rebels into
the hills eight years ago still
exist today.
"It's a heartbreaking thing. A
child there cannot reach his or
her full potential because of the
situation,"he said.
Elections are to be held in El
Salvador on March 18, he said.
"They've had five elections in
the past six years," Lacefield
l j See Lacefield, page 7.

by Keith Robinson
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — U.S. Rep. Donald Lukens was
indicted Thursday on a misdemeanor charge in
connection with allegations that he had a sexual
relationship with a teenage girl.
Lukens denied the accusation in his first public
statement on the investigation.
The investigation stemmed from a secretly
videotaped meeting last November between the
Middletown Republican and the girl's mother, who
contended Lukens paid for sexual relations with
her daughter on two occasions, once four years ago
when the girl was 13.
The 58-year-old divorced congressman was indicted by a Franklin County grand jury on a
charge of contributing to the unruliness and delinquency of a child. The first-degree misdemeanor

carries a maximum jail term of 180 days and a
$1,000 fine.
In a statement released by his office in Washington, Lukens said: "I do categorically deny that I
contributed to the delinquency and unruliness of a
minor at any time, and I further categorically
depy the accuracy of the alleged facts upon which
the charge was apparently based. I am innocent of
the charge brought forth today...
"My legal counsel is still advising me to remain
silent. But I do feel an explanation is owed to my
friends and constituents in southwestern Ohio...
"I am equally pleased that the grand jury found
no evidence for the basis of serious charges. I am
equally pleased that the FBI cleared me of wrongdoing from their perspective and that they came
forward with their decision in a timely fashion,"
he said.
The grand jury accused Lukens of having sexual
intercourse with the girl last Nov. 6.

News in Brief
Area senior citizens to hold
bowl-a-thon in BG Tuesday
After practicing with plastic bowling pins once
or twice a month, residents of the Wood County
Nursing Home will have a chance to show their
skill on real alleys.
The nursing home is sponsoring a senior citizen
bowl-a-thon at Al-Mar Lanes, 1010 N. Main St.,
Tuesday at 2 p.m.
The senior citizens from the Wood County facility will compete against nursing homes from Bowling Green, Pemberville, Toledo and Grand
Rapids.

Debbie VanScoder, activity leader of Wood quet will be held at the Bowling Green Senior
County Nursing Home, is the organizer of the Center on March 14, VanScoder said. The winners
event, which she said will serve as an ice-breaker. of the bowl-a-thon will receive trophies, she said.
—by Lori Miller
"Nursing homes don't get together very often.
This way (it) gives them a chance to meet new Fake snow used in brochure
people," she said.
Among the residents participating, many who
range from 60 to 80 years of age, is one man who is
WILLIAMSTOWN, Mass. (AP) - The campus
may be dull and brown these days, but 60 tons of
100 years old, VanScoder said.
man-made snow will give prospective students a
The game is not limited to people who can walk. different view of Williams College.
Because of a snowless winter in the Berkshires,
"There will be people in wheelchairs (also),"
the college Monday trucked in the snow for phoshe said.
As an added incentive for the residents, a ban- tographstor a Williams promotional brochure.
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Judgment
deficient in
responsibility
An ounce of prevention may be worth a pound of
cure.
However, Marc Christian did not even need
protection to win $21.75 million.

CRAIG HERGERT - OUT OF WHACK
ef JL

I

HJ Lessers in science named
As much as science has done
for us over the years, most of us
never forgive it for having made
us dissect frogs. That's the way
we tend to think about science,
after all. It's the field where
people want to learn things so
badly that they'll even cut up
frogs if they have to.
And scientists not only have
to, they want to. 'Nuff said,
right?
In my Great Ideas science
section, my students and I are
coming to see that not all scientists are like this lab coat stereotype. So far, we've read works
by two important scientists, Galileo and Darwin. Galileo used a
telescope to painstakingly examine the moon and Jupiter. His
exploration advanced slowly for
months until his first major discovery: looking through the
small end of the telescope is
more effective than looking
through the larger end. His discoveries came more quickly in
the days that followed.
Darwin, of course, was the
man who found such bizarre

creatures on the Galapagos
Islands that he eventually concluded that either present life
forms developed through natural selection or that Godhad one
heck of a sense of humor.
Unfortunately, we won't have
time to read about some less
famous men of science. Had we
world enough and time, we
would certainly have examined
two of my favorites.
Morton Sedgewick. A 17th century scientist, Sedgewick toiled
for years in obscurity as a London clockmaker before being
thrust into the limelight by Isaac
Newton. It was Newton who
once remarked "God could build
no better universe than Sedgewick can build a clock," although it was later learned that
he made the statement in order
to get a good deal on a watch fob.
Sedgewick, thinking the remark was sincere, dedicated his
life to science and traded his
clock shop even-up for a junior
chemistry set. After months of
laboring with his experiments at

home, he succeeded in setting
fire to his cat. Three weeks
later, he succeeded in extinguishing the blaze.
Chemistry proved to be
merely a blind alley for Sedgewick. It was in meteorology that
he was to leave his mark. Like
Galileo before him, Sedgewick
kept extensive notes on everything he examined. Asked by
Newton to schedule the annual
Big-Wig Scientists Picnic, Sedgewick kept thorough notes in
his diary regarding the picnic's
scheduled date andthe resulting
foul weather. It was his final entry, "A storm yet again on our
thirtieth consecutive scheduled
picnic day!" that led him to
formulate "Sedgewick's Theory
of the Absolute Relationship Between Picnic Days and Precipitation." This theory continues to
amass supporting evidence to
this very day.

Thinking it over, Albert decided that light would be bent by
the gravitational pull of the sun,
and, in a matter of minutes, dashed off the general theory of relativity. Out of gratitude to Alfred, Albert bought out his entire
stock of phony doggie-doo,
which he mistook for paper
weights.

Alfred Einstein. The eccentric
cousin of Albert Einstein, Alfred
was responsible for directing his

Hergert, an instructor in English from Slayton, Minn., is a
columnist for The News.

Respond

The former lover of Rock Hudson was awarded
the astronomical amount last week because the late
movie star concealed the fact he had AIDS.
Christian — who had a two-year relationship with
Hudson — has tested negative for the AIDS virus.
True, the 35-year-old may become a victim or carrier of AIDS some time in the future, but for now,
his only grounds for winning the suit are based on
fear — no injury has been proven.
Yet the true irony in the case is the fact that
Christian and Hudson did not habitually practice
safe sex.
By displaying this irresponsibility, Christian carries an equal amount of blame.
Granted, Hudson should have informed his lover
he had AIDS — but the two men displayed a mutual
blatant disregard for the fact they were in a high-risk relationship for AIDS and should have taken
proper precautions.
The judgment sends the message that you don't
have to take the responsibility to protect yourself or
your lover in a sexual relationship —whether it be
homosexual, heterosexual or bisexual.
The ruling follows warnings from the U.S. Public
Health Service, which states that the risk of condom failure during anal intercourse is so high that
the practice should be avoided entirely.
Today's society is ridden with the threat of acquiring sexually transmitted diseases. The only
way we have to combat this onslaught is by practicing safe sex.
The punitive damages were asked for because it
would send a message that AIDS victims have a responsibility to inform their partners.
However, there is no foolproof method of preventing the spread of sexually transmitted diseases.
Everyone should take the initiative in protecting
both themselves and their partners through communication and education.
Because a lack of responsibility may lead to
death.
We are not totally against the decision, however.
The settlement sends a message to AIDS victims
that they have the responsibility to inform their
sexual partners of the potentially fatal condition.
The negative aspects of this judgment imply that
responsibility can be thrown to the wind — and this
attitude cannot be condoned.
Now, more than ever, it is apparent that an ounce
of prevention will save a life.
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more famous cousin to his most
significant ideas.
The owner of a novelty shop in
Bern, the same city in which Albert worked in a patent office,
Alfred was fond of playing practical jokes on his cousin. He once
replaced every item in Einstein's study with a gag bent
version: a bent chair, bent desk,
bent pencil, bent pipe, and on
and on. Upon discovering the
strange shapes, Albert called
out, "Mein Gott! Everything is
bent. Why, I would almost expect light to bend, too!"

7ne BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and
signed. Address or on-eampus
mailbox number along with your
telephone number for verification, must be included.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.

eoop^w5AeoarvcxiRRX)KM.rr5ATi4/o/v(iaiow wum
CONTRACT mm fflR AiAMg 0A1 IT.

Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News

LETTERS

"Racial riot"
not accurate
for incident
What happened in Nanjing,
China last December between
many Chinese students and
some African students is not a
"racial riot" as some foreign
journalists and PSO in BGSU
called it, although racial discrimination does exist in China.
As far as I know, that event has
nothing to do with racism. On
the night of Dec. 24. two African
students came back to campus
very late with two Chinese girls.
The university has its rule that
anyone who tries to enter the
walled school campus after a
certain hour at night must show
his/her ID. The rule is for the
security of the students and the
property. When the two African
students were asked to do so,
they refused and gave the
gatekeeper a sound beating.

BLOOM COUNTY

A few days after that, the
Chinese students were outraged
over the incident. They were
mad because the two African
students who were protected by
Chinese authorities were going
to get away with their crime
without any punishment. Assault and battery is considered a
crime in Chinese law. The two
students would receive severe
disciplinary actions if they were
Chinese. Imagine how the American public would react if their
fellow men were beaten by alien
residents who got away with it.
The Chinese students protested
against any protective
measures over offenders, demanding that proper disciplinary actions be meted out to
anyone, Chinese or foreign.
They believed that foreigners
should observe rules and laws as
the Chinese do and receive equal
punishment for breaking the
law. Why should anyone enjoy
such exemption?
Another fact that should be
mentioned is that African
governments sent their students

to China before China opened its
door in the late 1970s. Unlike
most international students in
the United States who came on
the strength of their academic
standings, most of the African
students are able to be sent to
China because of their strong
and influential family or social
backgrounds. I have heard stories about some of these wealthy
kids who were quite a bully in
their own countries. Therefore, I
am not surprised at the behavior
of the two African students
towards the school gatekeeper.
Such behavior, I believe, would
be punished with a jail sentence
or deportation if they were in
any other countries. The
Chinese government has reiterated in recent years that foreigners in China observe
Chinese laws. Most people know
that they should "do in Rome as
Romans do." But there are exceptions which unfortunately
caused the above incident.
Yanwen Xia
427 N. Main St.

by Berke Breathed

Misuse of terms
hazardous if
generalizing
In your column on Thursday,
Feb. 16, you started admirably
by noting some of the unfounded
stereotypes of many groups, but
you seem to have lost sight of
something in your conclusion.
This gives me the opportunity to
distinguish between roles and
stereotypes and illustrate the
dangers of misusing the two
terms.
A stereotype is a characteristic associated with an entire
group of people. It is quite often
based on the actions of a few
"representatives" regardless of
how the other members of that
group view those actions. Roles
are behaviors expected of people in given situations. For example, a child might be expected to play a subordinate role to
his or her father.
The danger of misusing these
terms comes when we assume
that a certain behavior is a role
and thus is characteristic of that
person in that setting. Taking
this one step further, we assume
that this "role" is characteristic
of the entire group that the person or persons represent I s i.
The behavior of the people in
the theater was inexcusable and
rude, but it was not (I hope) a
role, since it was not exemplary
of the expectations society has
for people in such a situation.
The connection you made between this behavior and roles is
a common mistake, and by placing such behavior in a description of an entire group you have
also acted in common with others. You have stereotyped. You
have subscribed to a train of
thought that is a foundation for
prejudice, the dangers of which
I need not explain.
It is unfortunate that a few individuals don't take the same
amount of pride in the organizations they represent as do their
fellow members or that they
simply forget they are representing the group, but it is even
more unfortunate that people
assign these behaviors to entire
groups and thus perpetuate prejudiced attitudes.
Chris Adams
205 Lambda Chi Alpha
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USG hopefuls stress student rights
by Shelley Banks and Laura Hardy
staff reporters

Student rights and concerns are the main
issues among the contenders for the presidential and vice presidential positions in the
Undergraduate Student Government.
The candidates officially began their
campaigns this week, preparing for the elections which will be held March 15-16.
At a press conference Monday, Kevin
Coughlin, USG vice president, and his running mate, Colleen McGinty, Junior political
science major, presented their platform
which emphasized a student bill of rights.

To alleviate the problem of a lack of classes, Coughlin intends to lobby to hire more
teachers and increase the size of lecture
classes.
Other points of the student bill of rights include honest and ethical student government
leaders, a non-partisian student government, contact with student government
leaders, fair representation on Bowling
Green's City Council, an accurate and
powerful appraisal of the faculty, a safe and
non-discriminatory campus, and an effective student government that sets and
achieves its goals.

"My campaign is based on the belief that
students have a certain number of rights
that should be guaranteed," Coughlin said.
The rights, which were presented by
McGinty, included helping students guarantee they will receive their first-priority
classes, an affordable college education and
quality housing.
Coughlin said on-line registration was a
"step in the right direction, but would not
guarantee students their classes.''
"With the money students pay. they
should get the classes they neea to graduate," he said.

Jamie Slavin, USG senator at-large, and
Craig Taliaferro, Internal Affairs Committee chairman for USG, also began their
campaign Monday night. The presidential
and vice presidential candidates spoke at
the Alpha Xi Delta sorority, outlining their
platform.
Taliaferro said, if elected, one of the issues
they will address is the recruitment of minority faculty to the University.
He said he believes lack of funds contribute to the reason few minority instructors
are brought to the University. In an effort to
improve this situation, he said he and Slavin
wiu propose the formation of a committee
responsible for obtaining funds to attract

qualified minority instructors to the University.
He said another goal would include creating a student academic bill of rights which,
in particular would provide for a new gradingpolicy.
The campaign of Kraig Baker and Todd
Gibson, both USG senators, began Thursday
night with a speaking engagement by the
candidates at the Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Baker, who is vyingf or the presidential position, said his main goal is to make USG more
accessible to students.
"I have heard many students ask, 'What
does USG do for me?'— One of our issues is
to get in touch with the students and find out
what changes they want made on campus,"
Baker said.
Additional efforts made available to students will include having office hours in the
Union and visiting residence halls on a regular basis, he said.
If Baker is elected, his primary responsibility will still be as a student, he said.
"We will still be students first," Baker
said. "From this perspective, we will be bet"ter able to sympathize with student needs
and concerns."
Other issues in the Baker-Gibson platform
include minority awareness, parking and
improving community and student relations, he said.

lenge Committee to determine the areas seniors
by Shelley Banks
were interested in, Notle said.
staff reporter
Funding for the challenge comes from pledges
made by members of the senior class who can
make annual pledges of $50, $75 or $100 over a
The challenge is on.
The Senior Challenge Committee has selected three year period, she said.
In order to reach the established goal, the senior
the class gift for this year's graduating class to
class needs to raise $70,000, according to Tracy
present to the University.
Thomas,
publicity chairman of the Senior ChalJan Notle, coordinator of the Senior Challenge,
said the money donated by the senior class will go lengecommittee.
"The $70,000 mark exceeds last year's amount of
toward improvements in Fact Line, intramural
sports support and additional handicapped ser- $67,000. So, it really is 'challenging' last year's
vices — such as the purchase of Braille type- Senior Challenge,'' Thomas sa id.
Last year, 50 percent of the funds raised went to
writers.
In addition to these, seniors may donate to an refurbishing the clock on the Bell Tower, 25 percent was donated to improve campus lighting and
area of their own choice, Notle said.
"The donors may decide to give to a particular the rest went to the donor's choice.
The kick-off dates for the Senior Challenge
college office or department," she said.
The decision for this year's gift was based on a pledge drive are April 10-14 and a senior send-off
survey of seniors conducted by the Senior Chal- party on the 13th.

lifeguards, recreation leaders, craft instructor.
Please sign up at the

JOB FAIR
Tuesday, February 28 11 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Grand Ballroom - Union

by Greg Connel
staff reporter

Students looking for a new
filace to party this weekend have
wo choices within the city limits.
Ron Chriss, owner of Quarters
Cafe, 1414 E. Wooster St., said
the turnout at Wednesday
night's opening exceeded his expectations.
"It was elbow-to-elbow in here
last night. We had people waitingin line to get in," he said.
Chriss said the name "Quarters Cafe" has two meanings.
"We're encouraging kids to
play the (drinking) game 'quar-

for a non-professional production
of

•a
•a
"OLIVER!"
•a
Auditions: March 1 at 7:00 pm
•a
«Call CENTERSTAGE at 241-6785*

A Tvrr,TTT?rr A n/\V win the cash equivalent (SI.02OJ of one
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Tickets available
February 27-March 14.
Sl.OO each or 6 for S5.00

from Honors Siudents/HSA members,

the i lonors Office
(231 Adm. BWg., 372-8504),
.IIHI in llic I nion I i >\ ei
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pay the escorters, he said.
Sean McConnell, assistant
coordinater of the Escort
Service, said there are not
enough volunteers to handle
the number of calls each
night. If the escorts were
paid, he said, this might not
be a problem.
"Unfortunately, the cold
weather does not bring out as
many volunteers as we would
hope for," McConnell said.
The Escort Service is open
from 6 p.m. until midnight
Sunday-Thursday. However,
if the funding is approved, the
Escort Service will be open
seven days a week, according
to Bess.
If funding is approved, students would benefit from increased campus security and
an opportunity for employment, Bess said.
"What we're trying to do is
reduce the opportunity for
offenses to occur," he said.

by Greg Plagens
reporter

The number of University
jobs may increase next fall if
funding to pay Campus Escort Service volunteers is approved.
Bill Bess, Public Safety director, said he will propose an
operating budget to the Operations Area Budget Committee later this month, requesting funds for the Escort Service.
However, before the money
can be allocated, the proposal
must pass the OABC, Faculty
Senate and University Budget
Committees, University
President Paul Olscamp and
the Board of Trustees, Bess
said.
If approved, the money will
be used to update the service's equipment as well as

ters' and we put the drink prices
in terms of quarters to make
handling the money faster for
the staff," he said.
Chriss said he hopes deals
such as "two-quarter" drafts
and "four-quarter" bottles of
Michelob Dry will attract college students.
"We wanted to put the bar in
the college student's price
range," he said. "Students are
always broke, but you don't even
count that spare change as
money and a kid can come in
and get a drink and an appetizer
for 75 cents."
Twenty-five cent appetizers
include bowls of popcorn,
homemade onion rings and na-

SUMMER

ACTORS and ACTRESSES

7th Annual Tuition Raffle
Honors Student Association/Honors Program

AND HSA WILL PAY

'Take home' pay
possible for Escorts

We need

will be interviewing for the following positions:

chos, and hot buffalo wings, he,
added.
Quarters Cafe, with its pale]
green booths and Tiffany lamps
is reminiscent of Stingers, bin;
the new name brought with it a
pool table, six video games, a
dance floor and "The Shot
Seat."
"Five people get up there and
the bartender pours upsidedown margaritas down their
throats," Chriss said.
Although the name Quarters
Cafe and "The Shot Seat" may
encourage drinking, Chriss said
he and his staff are aware of the
liabilitites related to intoxicated
See New bars, page 7.:

EMPLOYMENT

Summer camp counselors. Female & Male Outstanding Girls
Camp in Maine needs insluctors for the following activities.
Tennis, Pottery, Horseback Riding, Swim (W.S.I), Gymnastics,
Lacrosse. Canoe. Water Ski, Silver Jewlery. Photography, Sailing, Basketball, Kayak. Outdoor Living Skills, Robes Water
front postions require A.L.S., Good salary, travel allowance,
room & board, laundry service. Meet with TRIPP LAKE CAMP
Representitive on Tuesday, Feb. 28, at summer job fair. University Ballroom Call 301-653-3082 for more information

. '. '- IN '89 W TH

u

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St - Rental Office
Phone 352-9378

Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00-4 30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
9 mu.-it
mo.-12 iiw.
mo. LOOOOO
Leases
UNITS
o
Features

FOX RUN HOUSING
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT APIS.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS - MANVILLE BETWEEN
MH ANH 7TH

2 bedroom i v, baths
Furnished wall 10 wall carpeting
'■x"'1 torgectoseis linen i losei
',"ls "V'" '"'" ' «*»3 ,
I.UIMUIA .irras ID r,u h l»uil<lm<*

RAILVIEW MINI-WAREHOUSE

25SMS-S"tt

PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

§

I1
■:■:

BGSU siuiieni is eligible

All residents will have membership privileges
to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities for men and women
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
Metro Sauna
Complete Exercise Equipment
Indoor Heated Pool
New Weight Equipment
Tanning Booth Available

&:S:;:::::::::::;:&^
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO IwrjYSj UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

Feb. 26
HIT THE SLOPES
WITH UAO

Sunday
1 - 4 p.m.

Downhill Ski Trip at Pine Knob
Ski Resort in Michigan

Cooper Pool

When:
Time:
Cost:

Saturday, February 25, 1989
Ski from 9:00 a.m. till 5:30 p.m.
$24 with own ski equipment
$35 with rental

• cost may be billed to your Bursar's account
Sign-up in UAO office now until February 25.
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO PJTsYs)
UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
^ASIK^
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BG bars celebrate openings

Seniors 'challenged' to give

4-H CAMP PALMER

February 24,1909

Happy Hours
5 - 8:30 p.m.

Uptown
18 yr. olds
pay $3.00

v.;

8:

i

I

si

I
I
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Saturday scholars honored
jJennings program encourages excellence
tures, held on selected Satur- ated and run by Univeristy staff,
days from September to May. the University is not responsible
Speakers from various back- for the cost of the series, ne said.
"It takes a good $25,000 to put
grounds are selected for each
the lectures on, which is covered
; For most University students, presentation, he said.
The three remaining lectures by a grant given to the Universiattending class on Saturday
would be considered anything scheduled for spring are: Gary Si from the (Martha Holden)
ennings Foundation," Pigge
G. Peer, "Best-Kept Secrets in
but an honor.
] However, for 315 teachers American Education (With Apo- said.
Organized in 1959, the purpose
from Northwestern Ohio who logies to Will Rogers, Mark
were selected as 198849 Jen- Twain and Former Secretary of the Foundation is to encournings Scholars, the opportunity Bennett)," on March 11; Betty age and recognize excellence on
to attend a series of six Saturday Siegel, "Inviting Success," on behalf of educators, Pigge said.
The lecture series, which beApril8; andCarlE. Hurley, "On
lectures is a mark of distinction.
• "The primary purpose (of the A Clear Day You Can See gan in Cleveland in 1963, is the
longest running of the FoundaJennings Scholar Lecture Pro- Tomorrow," on May 20.
"We try to have two or three tion's programs. The host site
gram) is to provide an honor for
outstanding elementary and (lecturers) that we know quite for the series is held alternately
secondary educators,' said well... that we've heard before in six areas of the state which
Fred Pigge, professor of Educa- and know that they can have a are equally divided on the basis
tional Foundations and Inquiry. halfway decent day and not of population, she said.
Although each region is sup"It broadens their horizons by flop," Pigge said. "We also try
bringing in outstanding to bring in new blood. It's a Ced to host a series every
ee years, the University has
gamble."
speakers.
He said new speakers are se- been the site of the northwestern
.' Pigge, University coordinator
Of the event, said the teacher- lected partially from other edu- series since it was implemented
in 1966.
Scholar nominations are made cators' suggestions.
"We've always had it, but
"(Someone) might attend a
from the 118 individual school
districts in Ohio — with the national conference and think, that's no assurance that we'll
superintendent making the 'He's got a message that our have it forever and ever or that
teachers in Northwest Ohio it will exist forever and ever,"
eventual choice.
Pigge said.
Once nominated, the teachers should hear,' " Pigge said.
Although the program is operAccording to Pigge, the yearly
are awarded tickets to six lecnumber of educators honored
through the program has not
grown because of the Foundation's wish to keep the award a
select honor.
APARTMENTS

bv Lynn Gagel
rip porter

=CHARLESTOWI\F
MID AM MANOR

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1989 and 1989-90 school year.

□ See Jennings, page 7.

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Support the Red Cross:
Give Blood!

Bowling Green
hosts
St. Cloud state

#

JOIN JEFF INGALLS AND MIKE REINHART
FRI. AND SAT. NIGHT AT 7:25 ON
88.1 WBGU

Mental health law
definition needed
by Ivan Groger
staff reporter

A 1987 law designed to help
mentally ill or retarded people
receive proper treatment has hit
a snag because of an insufficient
definition on how to meet their
I needs.
Martin Jan, administrator at
the Wood County Nursing Home,
said the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 was
created to ensure that mentally
ill and retarded people needing
treatment were placed in a facility where they can receive proper care.
"The mentally ill could have
severe behavioral problems and
could require counseling and re-

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

BETA GAMMA

News/Pat Mingareiii

An alligator attempts to persuade Barb Beaven (middle), sophomore business major, and Maria Bielfelt
(right), sophomore nursing major, to buy Florida orange juice by offering them a balloon in the Commons
Thursday. The giveaway, combined with a contest for a free trip to Daytona Beach, is part of the Florida Citrus Commission's campaign to promote Florida orange juice. Students can enter the contest by buying
orange juice at the University dining halls Feb. 24-March 3.

WBGU BRINGING YOU EVERY FALCON
HOCKEY GAME THIS SEASON

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

BG

Gator Aids Orange Juice

• Thurstin Manor
• Campus Manor
451 Thurstin Ave.
505 Clough St.
• 602 Second St.
• 825 Third St.
• 605 Second St.
• 245 N. Prospect
• 733, 755, 777 Manville
•

• 710 Elm SI.
71014 Elm St.
• 701 Fourth St.
• 841 Eighth St.
313-317 N. Main St.

CALL US TODAY
352-9302

M-F 8-5
Sat. 10-1 p.m.

505 Clough B-15

habilitation and we (at the nursing home) are devoted to the
care of the elderly," he said.
According to Ken Erwin, executive director of the Wood
County Mental Health Board,
the law was established to meet
three main goals.
The initial goal of the law is
keeping the mentally ill out of
nursing homes. The other two
goals expand on this idea by
recommending the use of inpatient facilities for people with
acute mental illness and outpatient community involvement
for the less severely mentally ill,
he said.
Erwin said the law then outlines two phases people can go
through to determine if they are
either mentally ill or retarded.
If this analysis indicates a need
for treatment exists, the law
recommends the person should
not be placed in a nursing home.
During the first phase, a person goes through a physical
examination conducted by a
human services department or
an agency capable of determining if the person can have services provided in his home, he
said.
If there is a detection of mental illness, the person goes
through a second test, which is
conducted by a mental health
board, he said.
G See Illness, page 7.
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AN EVENT TO PROMOTE RACIAL UNITY AND WORLD PEACE

Initiated By:
Student Activities

N.A.A.C.P.

Alpha Delta Pi

World Student Association

Volunteers in Progress

Peace Coalition

Social Justice
Committee

USG

Caribbean Association

Never Again

Black Greek Council

Affirmative Action and
Handicapped Services

Delta Gamma

People for Racial
Justice

Black Student Union

E.C.A.P.

African Peoples Association

I.F.C.

Third World Graduate
Association

Kappa Delta

Human Relations
Commission

Beta Theta Pi

Pi Kappa Phi

Sigma Gamma Rho

Alpha Phi

Minority Affairs
S.O.S.W.

American Marketing
Association

UAO

Student Affairs

Panhellenic Council

Alpha Phi Omega

B.B.C.A.

Sigma Chi

Latino Student Union

Delta Tau Delta
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
Zeta Phi Beta
Phi Beta Sigma
Order of Omega

Graduate Student
Senate

The committee behind the Massacre II 1989 would
like to inform the people of BGSU that for the
year 1990, the title Massacre will be changed. We
invite the people of BGSU to develop a theme for
next year's event which will serve to be more
effective in relationship to the event and goal of
"Racial Unity & Peace".
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News Capsules
PEOPLE

INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Sedative use in lollipops debated

Funeral honors Emperor Hirohito

Garvey named as illegitimate dad

WASHINGTON (AP) — A health research group on Wednesday
called for a halt to experiments with narcotic-laced lollipops given to
children to calm them before surgery, saying that giving drugs in
the form of candy sends a "dangerous message."
But doctors defended their experiments with the sedative and discounted the potential for increased drug abuse. They said their studies have found that delivering the narcotic fentanyl in a lollipop instead of with a needle is less stressful and traumatic for children
about to undergo general anesthesia.
"In this setting, a one-time occurrence, I don't believe that we're
going to be putting the subliminal message into children's heads that
candy equals drugs," said Dr. Lawrence Feld, a pediatric anesthesiologist at California's Stanford University Medical Center, who
headed one of the studies.

TOKYO (AP) — The world's royal and powerful joined Japan on
Friday in a final farewell to Hirohito. the emperor-god who was
made mortal by a disastrous war and died in January after a reign
of 62 years.
Nine Shinto priests in white robes waved holy branches Thursday
to purify the mausoleum in a hilly wooded area where the former
Son of Heaven will be buried.
Dawn broke under gray skies Friday, and a light rain fell on the
Imperial Palace as priests performed a private Shinto rite inside
that began 13 hours of funeral ceremonies.
Heads of state including President Bush, royalty and other representatives of 163 countries were present for the funeral, protected by
32,000 police.
The officers checked cars and patrolled streets in case of attacks
by foreign terrorists or by Japanese radical groups that threatened
to disrupt the ceremonies.
Police in Nagasaki said a letter containing a bullet and a death
threat was sent on Wednesday to Mayor Hitoshi Motoshima, who
had said Hirohito bore some responsibility for World War II. The
mayor was in Tokyo for the funeral.
Two giant open-sided tents were built in the Imperial Gardens to
accommodate 10,000 people for nearly two hours of religious and
state funeral services. A heaVse was provided for the trip to the
mausoleum; oxen pulled the coffin of Hirohito's father.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Steve Garvey, whose reputation in baseball
led some to call him "Mr. Clean," admits two women claim he illegitimately fathered their children, and says his wife of less than a
week isn't mad about it, according to a broadcast report.
Garvey said he plans to support the children, one born here recently and the other as-yet unborn, if they prove to actually be his
NBC affiliate KNSD reported Wednesday night.
A San Diego woman who recently delivered a child refused to be
interviewed on camera. The second woman claiming paternity is
Rebecca Mendenhall. a TV newswoman from Georgia, who was
engaged to the former Los Angeles Dodgers and San Diego Padres
first baseman.
Garvey didn't deny either woman's claim.
"I'll live up to my moral obligations, which I feel strongly about
because I'm a Christian," Garvey said in the interview.
Garvey, who has stated hopes of launching a political career, said
he didn't think the pregnancies would hamper his public service asSirations, judging that prospective voters would respect his decision
i support any children ne fathered.

Public Citizen Health Research Group, in a letter to the Food and
Drug Administration, said offering the sedative in lollipop form
sends children "a dangerous message" about drugs being candy and
is of "dubious clinical need or safety."
Fentanyl has been approved by the FOA as an injectable drug. In
the studies, it is mixed into a hard candy, mounted on a stick and
given to children to suck on before they undergo general anesthesia
or a painful diagnostic procedure.

STATE / LOCAL
New DUI law enactment possible
COLUMBUS (AP) — The Ohio legislature may be asked for a law
subjecting drunken drivers to immediate penalties, including license suspension, without having their cases go to court, Highway
Safety offIcial William Denihan said Thursday.
Denihan confirmed that a Highway Safety Department task force
is looking at the possible penalties for inclusion in a report to be issued in about two weeks, after two House members said they had
heard about the proposal.
Denihan said that he personally supports what has been termed
the "administrative per se" laws of about 20 other states but that the
task force of state officials, lawmakers, insurance company representatives, civic groups and others has not formally acted on it.
Under the system, a driver who registers .10 in an alcohol breath
analyzer test is deemed automatically in violation and subject to the
same penalties from an administrative agency that now are given
out by the courts.
Denihan indicates that the other states with such laws have provisions that permit a motorist to appeal the administrative decision,
and then to take the appeal on to court if the administrative appeal is
denied.
Rep. Michael Stinziano, D-Columbus, who is currently drafting
legislation to toughen Ohio's drunken driving statutes, had said the
task force was considering the plan and that he tends to support it.
However, he said he has some concerns that such a law could conflict with due process guarantees of the U.S. Constitution, by denying access to courts.

'Verses' support rally held at OU
ATHENS (AP) — About 250 people attended an anti-censorship
rally on the Ohio University campus Wednesday to hear readings
from the book' "The Satanic verses.''
The rally, which coincides with the book's official U.S. publication
date, was one of several held across the nation to protest the order of
Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomeini to kill the author, Salman Rushdie.
Iran's revolutionary patriarch has branded Rushdie's book a blasphemous novel and called it a Western plot against Islam.
Ohio University English professors rallied for freedom of speech
and protested the removal of the book from local bookstores.
Ed Allen, a teaching assistant in the OU English Department, said
the B. Dalton bookstore in Athens sold out of Rushdie s book, but refused to order more copies because of the threat of terrorism.
Members of the Athens Muslim Student Association met Tuesday
met with university President Charles Ping to protest the rally and
to ask that the book be removed from the university's library. The
group did not protest at the rally.
Many Moslems say the book is sacrilegious because it casts doubt
on central tenets of the Islamic faith. The book, for example,
portrays the prophet Mohammed's wives as prostitutes and
suggests he wrote the Koran, the holy book of Islam, rather than receiving it from God.

Bush's daughter 'plans' for new job
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Dorothy Bush LeBlond, President
Bush's daughter, has taken a job as a planner with the state tourism
office.
LeBlond, 29, had been staying at home with her two children but
said her experience campaigning for her father last year helped her
decide to make a change.
"I decided that I want to work," she said in a telephone interview
Wednesday, her first day on the job.
She will earn $25,729 a year to promote Maine as a spot for business conferences. She said she expects to spend about one day a
week in Augusta, the capital, about 60 miles from her home in Cape
Elizabeth, and the rest of the time traveling.

De Niro helps defoliant victims
STAMFORD, Conn. (AP) — Actor Robert DeNIro will make a
rare public appearance at the premiere of his latest movie to raise
money for children with birth defects linked to the defoliant Agent
Orange.
Del !iro has arranged to stage Saturday's premiere of "Jacknife,"
a story about two Vietnam veterans, at a New York City theater as a
benefit for the Connecticut-based Brandie Schieb Children's Fund.
"He just feels that this cause is very worthwhile and he's just very
interested in trying to help," Diane Collins, a spokeswoman for the
reclusive actor, said Wednesday.
Organizers hope to raise $15,000 to $20,000 from the $25-a-ticket
premiere and a $125-a-ticket party afterward, Collins said.
The movie tells the story of two veterans reunited 15 years after
the war whose strained relationship becomes even more volatile
when one falls in love with the other's sister.
De Niro met members of Stamford-based Vietnam Veterans
Agent Orange Victims Inc. while filming the movie in Meriden. The
group started the fund in 1985 to help pay the medical bills of Brandie
Schieb, now 9, who was born deaf and without ears, and without most
of her right cheekbone, jaw and eye socket. Doctors believe the girl's
birth defects were caused by her father's exposure to Agent Orange
while serving with the U.S. Navy in Vietnam.

Don't Worry, Be Happy!

many job opportunities at.

JOB FAIR '89
February 28, 1989
11 am to 4 pm

Grand Ballroom University Union
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Elsewhere
Hotel removes
veal from menu
by John Nolan
Associated PIMM Witter
CINCINNATI — Animalrights activists applauded a
Cincinnati hotel Thursday for
its decision to remove veal
from its restaurant menus
because of the alleged cruel
treatment of veal calves by
producers.
Robert Hoeb, general manSfer of the 8o7-room Clarion
otel, one of the city's largest
hotels, said he instigated the
decision to remove veal from
menus of the Clarion's two
restaurants because he opposes what he said is the inhumane treatment of veal
calves.
Hoeb said his decision was
made after consulting with
the hotel's other managers
and does not affect sister
properties in the chain ttat
operates 48 hotels nationwide.
He said he knows of no ofter
hotel that has made a similar
decision.
"What our feeling was, it
was a personal decision,"
Hoeb said.
He said he became aware of
the issue several months ago

through a magazine advertisement that claimed veal
calves suffered cruel treatment. The ad shocked his
daughter, who asked Hoeb to
consider not serving veal at
the hotel.
"So it really hit at home,"
Hoeb said.
The Clarion's decision was
made several months ago,
but became effective Thursday with the official changing
of its menus to delete veal dishes, Hoeb said.
People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals, a
national animal-rights organization, convened Thursday's
news conference at which
Hoeb spoke. PETA spokeswoman Jayn Meinhardt and
other animal-rights activists
lauded Hoeb's decision.
The activists said the male
calves used to produce veal
are confined for months to
cages in which they can
barely move, often standing
in their own excrement. They
contend the calves are fed
diets intended to make them
anemic to preserve the pale
color for which veal meat is
known.

Illness
a Continued from page 4.
However, the second phase is
unnecessary if a person recently
has been released from a hospital and is not expected to stay in
the nursing home for more than
120 days, is terminally ill, or is
suffering from dementia or a
severe illness, he said.
According to Erwin, part two
of the law is lacking sufficient
guidelines.
"If a person does not meet the
four criterion, then there would
be a question of how to meet that
person's needs," he said.
Erwin said he believes it
would take a collaboration
among a number of different
agencies to handle the person's
needs.
Despite early indications of

problems with the law, he said it
is too early to know if there will
be any further problems.
"We are just beginning to see
these people brought to our attention," he said.
Although the law has a looEhole, Erwin said the law can be
eneficial in determining who
gets placed in a nursing home.
It will indicate whether people
entering nursing homes will require treatment for mental illness and can receive the proper
therapy, he said.

by Norman Black
Associated Press writer

New bars
□ Continued from page 3.
Eatrons and they plan to control
he fun and games.
"Just like we control the flow
of people who come through the
door — I'm not going to let some
guy sit up there and get cranked," he said.
Chriss said alcohol is not the
only attraction at Quarters Cafe.
The bar will also feature live entertainment Thursday and Friday nights and a disc jockey on
Saturday nights.
Sundays will be "underclassmen night" for patrons aged 18
or older, but Chriss said alcohol
will be available for the 21-andolder crowd with special prices
on margaritas.
While Chriss said he hopes to
make Quarters Cafe "the nicest
college bar in town," another
Howling Green bar opened
Thursday night as a place for
sports enthusiasts.
Chuck Close, manager of
Gamer's, 893 S. Main St., said he
and owner Omar Fadden chose
the sports theme because
"everyone I know is interested
in some kind of sports."
Sports Illustrated magazine
covers adorn Gamer's far wall,
and patrons may play pool, bar
basketball, video games or
dance while five television sets
show sporting events.
Close said he will promote the
sports theme with a pool league,
euchre tournaments, in-'
volvement in area summer softball leagues and drink specials
for athletes.
"We'll give two free pitchers
of beer or Coke to the winning
team and one free pitcher to the
losing team in any sport that
takes five or more people to
play," Close said.
Gamer's will also feature a
disc jockey Friday and Saturday
nights and tanning contest after
spring break. Close said he is interested in holding teas for
fraternities and sororities.
Gose and Chriss said prospects for new bars in Bowling
Green are promising.

" We need to act now to head off future
recruiting problems."

WASHINGTON - Army recruiters last fall failed for the
first time in eight years to meet
their enlistment quotas, and the
other three services are showing
similar signs of distress, the
Pentagon said Thursday.
The Defense Department, in
releasing figures for the October-December quarter, quoted
its top manpower official as saying the shortfall, if it persisted,
could jeopardize one of the Pentagon's biggest success stories
of recent years.
"We need to act now to head
off future recruiting problems,"
said Grant S. Green Jr., the assistant defense secretary for
force management and personnel.
"The first step is to work with
Congress on military pay and to
restore the value of recruiting
incentives, advertising resour-

7

-Grant S. Green, (J.S. Asst. Defense Secretary
for Personnel
ces and education benefits. Otherwise, we could begin the chain
of events that led to the serious
military manpower problems of
the last decade."
President Reagan proposed,
and President Bush has endorsed, a 3.6 percent pay raise for
military personnel next year. At
the same time, both would cancel a scheduled cost-of-living
raise for military retirees. Congress has not acted on the
requests.
The Pentagon report gave this
breakdown of recruiting for the
first quarter of fiscal 1989:
: ;The Army fell short of its
goal of 24,143 by 475 men and
women, its first recruiting
shortfall since 1980.

CThe Navy signed up 300
more recruits than its 18,900
goal, but only by calling up early
volunteers who had signed up
for delayed enlistment.
LJThe Marine Corps met its
objective of 7,100 and the Air
Force met its goal of 11,800.
Both the Marines and the Air
Force, Green said, reported
they had met their goals only by
working harder.
In all, the four services fell 200
recruits short of the combined
quarterly goal of 61,700.
"In terms of overall quality,
91 percent of new recruits for the
first quarter were high school
diploma graduates, 2 percentage points below the same
period last year," Green said.

Overall, the assistant secretary said the report presented
the first solid evidence of trends
the Pentagon has been anticipatingf or more than a year.
The Census Bureau says the
pool of 18-year-olds has been declining for several years and
doesn t expect it to begin rising
for at least seven years.
Green also cited congressional
decisions on military pay raises
and cuts in recruiting budgets.
He said the Army and the Navy
were moving to increase recruiters in the field and to sign
up more women.
The United States switched to
an all-volunteer military in 1973.
After years of trying to establish
the system and attract highquality recruits, the Defense
Department finally met its annual recruiting objectives in fiscal 1980 and had managed to
meet or exceed the goals ever
since.

Lacefield
□ Continued from page 1.
said.
The two major candidates in
the election are President JoseNapoleon Duarte and Freddy
Christiani, he said.
Duarte represents the right-wing Christian-Democrats and
Christiani is the candidate for
ARENA — the National Republican Alliance.
According to Lacefield, there
is little difference between the
two because both are undemocratic parties trying to use the
democratic process to get into
power.
A minor party favored by the
FMLN — the Marxist-Leninist
rebels — is known as the Democratic Convergence, Lacefield
said.

He said the FMLN has vowed
to lay down its weapons for six
months if the elections are postponed for half a year so that the
Democratic Convergence can
organize to compete in the elections.
"ARENA and the ChristianDemocrats have an established
power base," Lacefield said.
''(They) said 'no' to the FMLN
proposal. But the U.S. said
'think about it' and the major
parties changed their position.
"I think it's a lot of wishful
thinking on the part of the rebels."
Lacefield said he foresees
little change in the U.S. policy
toward El Salvador.

The Pheasant Room
in the
University Union

"In nursing homes, they may
be treated for physical illness as
opposed to mental illness," Erwin said. "They should be in
places where they can receive
proper treatment. '

University, Pigge said.
"Prior to the lectures, in the
preceding May, we have 'Alumni Day and invite back all living Jennings Scholars for a day
to hear a lecture and have
lunch," Pigge said.
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Service recruitment drops

offers a
Sunday Buffet

Jennings
D Continued from page 4.
She said during the program's
history, more than 18,000 ele-,
mentary and secondary school
teachers have received the distinction. More than 2,000 educators have been recognized while
the series has been held at the
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Featuring a Selection of Meats, Potatoes,
Vegetables, and a Deluxe Salad Bar.
only $5.75

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
Noon
2:00
p.m.
372-2596
*
*
*
*
Present this ad and receive a $.50 discount
*
*
tr************************T *************
Food Coupons Accepted

SUMMER AND FALL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
707-711 THIRD
715 719 THIRD
723 727 THIRD

• 1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

402 HIGH ST.

• 2 BR unfurnished
summer only

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

• 1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

649 SIXTH

• 2 BR furnished

831 SEVENTH

• 2 BR furnished

839 SEVENTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

854 EIGHTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

FOREST APARTMENTS
-853 NAPOLEON
■751 HIGH
849 NAPOLEON
-851 NAPOLEON

• 2 BR furnished or
unfurnished. Grad
student housing

319 E. WOOSTER

• 1 BR furnished

724 S. COLLEGE

• 2 BR unfurnished

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
OFFICE AT 319 E . WOOSTER
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
354-2260 OR 353-3850
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Lady cagers look to clinch
BG seeks share of MAC championship against Chips
The Falcons, 21-3 overall, 13-0
in the MAC, hold a 12-6 series
lead over the Chippewas, 10-15
overall and 6-8 in the MAC, inFor the Bowling Green cluding an 87-65 trouncing at
women's basketball team, win-' Anderson Arena earlier in the
ning has been habitual all season. BG has posted seven
season, especially in the past 14 consecutive wins over the Chipgames.
pewas, three of which were in
And if the
CMU's Dan Rose Center.
routine conThe win earlier in the season,
tinues for the
however, was achieved without
Falcons Satthe services of Jackie Motycka.
urday at 12:45
Motycka, a 6-foot forward,
saw only two minutes of action
p.m. in Mt.
in her first contest back after
Pleasant,
sustaining an injury to her foot.
Mich., they
will be assured
Now, Motycka is back at full
force
and leading her team by
of at least a Voll
scoring in double figures the
share of their
third consecutive Mid-American past three games.
Conference title.
Despite the Falcons record

over CMU and the fact that Motycka is healthy, BG head coach
Fran Voll says he is concerned
with playing the Chippewas in
Mt. Pleasant.

by Amy Cole
sports reporter

"I think (Dan Rose Center) is
one of the places that is usually
hard to play at," Voll said.
"Everyone also plays tough
when they play at home.
"I fully anticipate running
into a caliber basketball team.'
The fact that the Chippewas
have struggled in the past three
Sames, however, looks to be in
ie Falcons favor.
CMU has dropped their last
three games, the latest of which
was a 7M1 defeat at the hands of
Eastern Michigan Wednesday
night.

"We re doing so many things
wrong as a team," Cnippewa
head coach Donita Davenport
said. "We are going to need a
complete overhaul to beat Bowling Green."
CMU will also need fine performances from Mary Oswald
and last year's MAC Freshmanof-the-Year Sue Nissen. The
Falcons held Nissen to only 10
points in their first meeting.
DLL.'
Reserved seat tickets as well
as general admission tickets are
still available for the March 4
basketball doubleheader between BG and Toledo. The
women's game begins at noon,
followed by the men's game at
2:30 p.m.

BG to continue resurgence
The Bowling Green men's basketball team
is up to their old tricks.
Seemingly on their last leg after a 64-51
defeat to Ball State nearly two weeks ago,
the Falcons have bounced back to win three
straight Mid-American Conference games.
The latest victim of the Falcons' resurgence
was the Ohio Bobcats, who dropped a 73-68
decision to BG last Wednesday in Anderson
Arena.
Third-year head coach Jim I^arranaga's
teams have made a habit of finishing strong
and seem to be on the verge of another
strong season finale this year.
The Falcons look to continue their second
half success of the season on hand when they

travel to Central Michigan (11-14 overall, 5-9
in the MAC) Saturday for a 3 p.m. contest
with the Chippewas.
In the 1986-87 season, Larranaga's first
campaign, the Falcons were 6-2 in the second naif of the conference schedule, compared to posting a 4-4 mark in the first half.
Last season it was the same case, as BG
went 2* their first time through MAC competition, but rebounded and posted a 5-3
mark the second time around.
Wednesday night's victory raised BG's record to 11-13 overall and 5-8 in the MAC, but
more importantly lifted their record to 3-2
their second trip through conference play,
after posting a dismal 2-6 record in the first

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
12 PAID POSITIONS FOR THE
1989-90 SCHOOL YEAR
CREATIVE & CARING STUDENTS...
THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME AWAITS YOU!
A CHANCE FOR YOU TO DEVELOP PRESENTATIONS
AND PUBLIC RELATIONS, FLYERS & BROCHURES,
SCRIPTS, AMD MUCH MORE!

half.
"The team is finding the right guys right
now," Larranaga said. "Chemistry is the
key to success in basketball. You have to put
all the ingredients together and we're doing
that."
The Chippewas handed the Falcons a
heartbreaking 56-55 loss at Anderson Arena
on Jan. 28. CMU is led by 6-foot-7 Carter
Briggs, who is currently 10th in the conference in scoring with a 14 points per game
average. Briggs scored only nine points in
the previous meeting between the two
teams, but played a Key role in hitting a
three-point shot which gave CMU a threepoint lead late in the game.

by Matt Schroder
sports reporter
The Bowling Green gymnastics team currently has a luxury
few of their opponents possess.
Before the first event takes

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A VARIETY OF TALENTED
STUDENTS. IF YOU HAVE SKILLS IN LEADERSHIP,
HUMAN RELATIONS, MASS MEDIA, THEATRE, GRAPHIC
ARTS OR WRITING, CONSIDER BEING A PART OF A
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAM OF PEER LEADERS.

place in any given meet, the
Falcons have their counterparts
outnumbered. Most gymnastics
teams, due to the nature of the
sport, have suffered a handful of
injuries throughout the season.
But this year s Falcon squad,
with only two weeks remaining,

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES
CONTACTS
• BAUSCH & LOMB
(ton W«II
• AMERICAN HVOfiON

■ AMERICAN MYOHON
• BAUSCH A LOMB ■(
EXTENDED _

WEAR

C^8

EYEGLASSES
SPAIR
SINGLE VISION
SINGLE VISION *

• FRAMES •BIFOCALS

7488 ~

ALPHA DELTA PI
congratulates
F|,.,-tP«i offices

, (,-sx'ial
' Hush
Panheftsnk i negates
Exec-at-l-arge
Guard
Recording Secretary
ttrresporidlrig secretary

scholarship
■ ids

Philanthropy
pegistrai
Reporter
l napwn
maortan

Carol RomanosKi
, tuts EHzman
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not» "» »—~
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Valerie VemBe
jenny Tusa
Beth Ritzenthaler
Beth Rtaenlhalei

have yet to fall prey to the injury
bug.
BG offers 16 gymnasts to
choose from heading into today's 7 p.m. meet at Kentucky,
while a majority of gymnastic
teams are fighting to find 11
competitors to merely fill the
events. This fact puts head
coach Charles Simpson in a situation which coaches dream
about.
"It's a dilemma that every
coach wants to have," Simpson
said.
Because of the Falcons' perfect health, they are looking to
be as strong, if not stronger, at
the end of the season as they
were at the beginning.

"Illinois State had us beat
after two events," Simpson said.
"But they were tired for the
floor exercise and we were still
fresh and strong."
Simpson said he kept more
people on the roster compared to
seasons past because injuries
have stripped him of many of his
top performers. Last season, for
example, Suzanne Bell, Vicki
Farrar and Kirsten Scott all
spent the better part of the
season on the sidelines with various injuries.
Because of the rash of injuries
a year ago, Kim Trost was
ilooked upon to carry the team.-

NEWLOVE RENTALS
SAME PRICE AS LAST YEARNO RENT INCREASE!
BUFF APARTMENTS

DON'T DELAY... APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY
MARCH 3RD!!

steward

This weekend mark* the final home outing for the Bowline
Green hockey team before they hit AM road for the first round
of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association Quartfrfiiials.
BG faces a non-conference opponent in St. Cloud State at 7:30
p.m. today and Saturday. The Falcons post a 21-14-3 overall record, while the Huskies boast a 19-12-2 slate.
While BG will either travel to the University of Michigan or
to nUiwis-ChUBago next week for operUnground of the CCHA
playoffs, the home crowd can witness the Falcons chase for an
unblemished aon-conference record.
The Falcoatare 6-0 in out-of-league play going into tonight's
-match-up. But BG head coach Jerry York said his squad faces
a stiff challenga.
"We have a team coming in here (the BG Ice Arena) that's
probably the odds-on favorite to be the independent entry into
the national tournament field of 12," York said.
The Huskies are led by freshman defenseman Lenny Esau,
who has Cashed in 36 points.
The Falcons answer with the arsenal of senior co-captain
Greg Parks and junior Nelson Emerson. Parks leads the squad
with Si points, while Emerson has 54.
re goaltender John Burke will get the nod in today's
ee has a 4-2 record and a 4.11 goals against average.
Junior Paul Coanell will start Saturday and is 17-12-3 with a
3.40 GM.
Before Saturday's contest, seniors Parka, co-captain Alan
Leggett, Chad Arthur. Thad Husiecki and Steve Dickinson will
be saluted for their efforts over the past four ysars.
"I'd just Hke to go out on a good note," Packs said. "Most
importantly, we'd like to get two wins and get some momentum going into the playoffs."
Playoff tweets:
In the eWnt BG plays UM in the CCHA tourney, tickets will
be available Monday at Memorial Hall and immediately following Saturday's game. Tickets are priced at $7 for reserved
seats and $6 for general admission. If BG should play UIC,
tickets will be sold Tuesday at Memorial Hall.

CONTACTS ^"•^

APPLICATONS AVAILABLE BETWEEN FEBRUARY 27 AND
MARCH 3 IN THE PREVENTION CENTER: FOR ALCOHOL AND
OTHER DRUG ABUSE,
310 STUDENT SERVICES (372-2130)

vp pledge Education
Treasure!
House

by Al Franco
iports reporter

Tumblers set to show depth

OUR GOAL: TO HELP STUDENTS THINK ABOUT THEIR
ACTONS, EXPLORE THEIR FEELINGS
AND GROW AS INDIVIDUALS.
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1470 - 1490CLOUGHST.
•FREE gas heat, water & sewer
• 2 bedroom apts.
•completely furnished
•close to campus
•Laundry facilities and private parking
328 S.MAIN

352-5620
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Emerson changes style
BG. icer becomes a complete player
by Al Franco

sports reporter
Bowling Green's Nelson
Emerson has received enough
jewelry from his hockey endeavors to make Mr. T grimace.
But to
Emerson, the
accolades take
the form of
mere trinkets
because he
can never
satisfy himself
or others.
The junior
from Water- Emerson
ford, Ont. is
considered among the top in college hockey talent. As a freshman, Emerson was named Central Collegiate Hockey Association Rookie of the Year and in
his sophomore campaign he led
the CCHA in scoring with 83
points.
Last season, he was dubbed
second-team member of the Titan Ail-American team and was
among the 10 finalists for the
Hobey Baker award, the equivalent to college football's Heisman.
But this season, Emerson's
production is down (only 54
points) and one can hear an echo
around the CCHA which says,
"what happened to Nelson
Emerson?
"I think with some of the top
Slayers, so much is expected of
lem," BG head coach Jerry
York said. "The fans would like
to see him go from 83 points to
200 points."
What has happened to Nelson
Emerson is that he has become
the player the coaching staff has
asked him to be.
"He puts the team first and
that's not always the case with

the top players in college
sports, York said.
Emerson put the team first
when he developed the skills to
become a complete player and
used his athletic ability more effectively.
"The coaches have really
stressed that the defensive part
of my game is going to be important for me as a player," Emerson said. "This year it hasn't
been such a weak link as it has in
the past."
Aside from the defense, the
coaching staff would like to see
Emerson use more of his most
dominating attribute — his
speed.
"When he's really at the top of
his game, like in the career
games he's had over the last
three years, they've always
been created by his explosive
skating," York said. "The more
he can get to open ice and use his
speed, the more effective he becomes."
The St. Louis Blues of the NHL
appreciated Emerson's tools in
1985 when they entrusted a thirdround pick (44th overall) in the
center-man.
"It was just a feeling where as
a kid you always dream about
becoming that special person on
TV you always watched when
you're young.
"But the draft doesn't mean a
thing. It doesn't mean you're going to make a NHL team nor
does it mean you're even going
to play in the minors. But it
gives you the feeling that you belong to a professional organization, and the chance is yours if
you want to work hard and give
some things up," he said.
But the only athletes Emerson
is compared to are members of
the NHL.
"I would like to see Nelson,
down the stretch, use his skating

and pattern himself after how
Steve Yzerman plays for the
(Detroit Red) Wings," York
said. "I think that creates a lot
of chances for his teammates."
And teammates agree that
Emerson, like Yzerman, has a
knack for leaving opponents
searching for their personals.
"Whenne's being creative and
gets the puck, he starts skating
hard and spinning and nobody
knows what lie's going to do with
it," sophomore Rob Blake said.
"He can really make things
happen."
And just as observers have
challenged Emerson's statistics
this season, the question of his
size has plagued him throughout
his career. But Emerson said he
can't change his 5-feet-10-inch,
175i>ound frame; he can only
improve
his ability on the ice.
,r
If I don't make the NHL, I'd
rather it be because I was small
and not because I wasn't talented enough," Emerson said.
Emerson keeps building on his
talents through experience, and
in the process, he has become
more "worldly." Over winter
break, he competed for Team
Canada at the Spengler Cup in
Davos, Switzerland in a field
which included teams from the
United States and the Soviet
Union.
"It was an unbelievable experience," he said. "You can't tell
somebody how good the Soviets
are. If you dump the puck in
their zone, you'll never get it
back. If you skate 100 mph,
they'll skate 200.
"But they play with no heart.
Canadians are hard-working
people, and you can see that."
And that's all Emerson wants.
He doesn't want fans to build
expectations, but simply appreciate his effort.

Courtesy the Key
Bowling Greens Nelson Emerson prepares to make a move in the open ice. Emerson is currently second on the
team in points with 54. seven behind Greg Parks going into tonight's game with St. Cloud State.

OU tankers take lead
ATHENS,O. - As expected,
Ohio University swam to a large
opening-day lead in the 1989
womerrs Mid-American Conference Swimming and Diving
Championship last night.
The Bobcats tallied 301 points,
followed by seven-time defending champion Miami with 217
and Bowling Green with 164.
Eastern Michigan (162) and Ball
State (103) are pulling up the
rear.
Pacing OU on day one of the
three-day finale was Gwynn
Gordon, who won the 500 frees-

tyle with a MAC-record time of
4:51.58, and Joy Clark, who took
the 200 individual medley title
with a 2:06.91.
The Bobcats also won the 800
freestyle relay, finishing with a
time of 7:38.95.
Also claiming MAC titles were
the Falcons' Shari Williams —
defending her 50 freestyle title
for the second year with a time
of 23.99 — and Mugs Cullings,
who captured the one-meter diving competition, compiling
428.75 points.
Falcon head coach Brian Gor-

don said his team "came out a
little flat in the morning," which
contributed greatly to their
third-place position.
"It wasn't like the old days
when the BG kids would always
make the finals," Gordon said
"Early on, the Ball State and
Eastern kids were knocking
them out."
Given OU's domination of the
meet, BG's primary objective
will be challenging Miami for
the runners-up trophy.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

BGSU SYMPHONIC BAND
IN CONCERT
MarkS Kelly, conductor
Sun 2/26 Kobacker 3 PM
FREE

"'•ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION
MAJORS"*
There w* be an A C E meeting Monday. February 27 at 7 30 m 114 Education Come learn
about programs »n (he Clinical Lab
•BO PRO/PRSSA MEETING*
Officer Elect torn
8pm Wedrteaday. March 1
Room 209, Watt Hall
All Journalism Majors Welcome
Who cares about Human Rights
WE DO
Amnesty International BGSU
Meeting 11 7 OOpm
Tuesday
105 Hayes Hall
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY
Finerwomanhood Week
Come celebrate with us
Week-long activities Feb 20-24
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY

The Arvin Alley Repertory ensemble wil be appearing at BGSU as part of the Coaege ol Musical Arts" Festival senes. Tuesday. February 28
al 8pm m Kobacke* Hall ol the Moore Musical
Arts Center Tickets are $7. $11, and Si 6 lor
adults and S4.S6 and $12 tor students and
may be reserved by catling the Kobacker Hail
Box office between Noon and 6p m weekdays
at 372-8171 VISA and MasterCard are accepled

IPCO CLUB IPCO CLUB IPCO CLUB
Attention all Majors" The IPCO CLUB rs having
a very special meeting on monday. Feb 27 In
105 South Hall at 7 30pm Brian Chambers
from Funk. Luetice. Inc Wil be speaking about
the field of PUBLIC RELATIONS Come and gain
a wealth ot information on the Subject, including
how to get a fob «n Public relations We'll be
looking forward to seeing you there1
IPCO CLUB IPCO CLUB IPCO CLUB

ATENCIO'N'
Spanish Club Members
Don't forget to turn In you raffle ticket money by
monday February 27
Drawing wil be held at Monday rughts meeting
in 400 Moseley. February 27.

AM 680

DRY DOCK ' DRY DOCK
Panorama will be down atORY DOCK on Friday
the 24th
Then on Saturday the 25th is the return ol
Or a Mill Night.So come down and see the awe
band Panorama on Fnday> and then dance to
tunes on Sat"
DRY DOCK * DRY DOCK
Falcon Hockey on 84.1 FM
BG hosts St Cloud State
Fit and Sat at 7 2aon
WBGU 88.1

WBGU 68 1 FM & CBS Records
ROCK FOR LIFE
Friday Feb24. 7-11pm
Art School. Sheepish Grin. Opiate of the Masses. Ed A Steve (formerly from Madhatter)
Proceeds go to chanty
prizes * prizes * prizes
SI 00 Admission
VVFAL

NOTICE" ELE
ED PRE-REGISTRATION
MEETING1 Al students who applied for Summer
8 Fall 1989 Elo Ed Methods courses (EDCl
351. 352. 353. 355. 356) are expected to at
tend the meeting. Tuesday. Feb 28. 4 30-6 00
pm. 116 Ed BWg
BE THERE'
Falcon b-isketball on 88.1 WBGU
B G at C M U Women at 12 40
Men at 3 OO on 88.1 WBGU

WOMEN AND MEN ARE EQUAL ALLIES IN
THE STRUGGLE FOR A JUST SOCIETY
Society, lor loo Long, has kept us divided as
Women and Men II is necessary that the Bond
of Camaraderie and the Spirit of Unity be ReKmded
*
The Struggle Against all Forms of Oppression
Cannot be Accomplished Without a Unity of
OUR Efforts and a Greater Understanding of
OUR Concerns and Goals. Especiaty During
the Present Period.

Etnnic and Multi-Cultural Talen wanted 'or International Owner'*'
For further inlo . contact Yih-Shyan at
372-3374 ASAP

LOST & FOUND
•• I LOST 3 OOLO RINGS •«
IF FOUND PLEASE CALL
TRICIA 372-3507

CONTINUED ON PQ. 10

Let us Discuss and Plan Together for the Future
Tues Feb 28. at 9pm
UCF Center Thurstin & Ridge
All are invited to Participate
Dr Dympna Messer. Chair of Women's Studies, will serve as facilitator and presenter
Sponsored by the Progressive Student Orgamzation(PSO)
For further information. Contacl Disraeli Hutton

at 372-7469
Wouldn't it be great to float into a free semester^ Buy a tuition raffle ticket One for one doaar
or six for $5 00 The Roaring Raffle Ripplers
wil sell tickets starting Fob 27-Mar 14

EVERY FRIDAY
ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
SOUP AND SANDWIC. LUNCH. 81.00
UCF CENTER, corner ol
Thurstln and Ridge
(Lively dlacusslons on progressive Ideas of
Interest to you!)
This Friday Brian Lee will discuss "Gay Social
issues "

Res
ume

NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED w/valid drivers license
With this coupon Monday thru Thursday
Rent a
NINTENDO GAME CARTRIDGE
from Barney's tor only

99"

(Laser type)-

(Typeset type)-

Expires 3-2-89
D ■ I G H T

&7&F*
SLIPPING INTO

h-

WWqara

AiRshCalVed
Wanda

Choose a quality typeset resume from

UniGraohics
ajaBBaBlVBBBBBBBBBBBBBBJBJBBBBBBBBBBBBJ g u ",.,.,», Ox**-Mm !.,..«i

211 West Hall
372-7418

'12 pt type enlarged

AIM TEMPORARIES wil 6* present M in*
1989 JOB FAIR Tues. Feb 28 We OHer
' Temporary 4 Permanent placement
•Seasonal Joes
- Part & Foil lime
•Nevor alee
STOP OUT a SEE USBring Resume
841 5556

Mascara.

HE BIG BLU
THE BIG BLUE.
BARNEY'S ALSO ACCEPTS
COMPETITORS' COUPONS

Win a trip for two to
DAYTQNA BEACH
Contest runs FEBRUARY 24 - MARCH 2
Get complete details at McDonald,
Kreischer, Harshman, Commons or
Founders dining halls.
SPONSORED BY University Food Operations
• The Florida Citrus Commission

e
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CON'T FROM PQ. 9
Found
Ladles watch on Leroy St
Can Debbie al 353-6054
Poum
und Tan. Suede-leather coal Taken from
Uptown coatcheck Friday. Fab 17 Cal
2-3706 to describe it

SERVICES OFFERED

Don't wail for Something
To Happen
Call tha Campus Eacon Service
at 372-6300
N la Fraa 4 Easy
Protact yourself Irom
What might happen
A TO 2 DATA CENTER 352 5042
Complete Packaging Needs UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies
Canter for Choice II
Abortion Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

255-7769
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We listen. We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354 HOPE
Spring Parties? How about a rock and roll band
to add KICK to your party?1 It s not too early to
book Mmiture Buzzard for your spring activities
We are strictly Rock n Ron
Reasonable
Rates Call 352-4915 after 5 pm for songlist
and info
STRESSEO. TENSE OR SORE???
Your Answer A MASSAGED
$15Session Call 3534963
TYPING SERVICES lor all types of papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352 3987 from 8am to 9pm

PERSONALS

Congratulations loDefta Tau Delta
For the* A and B basketball
teams winning their divisions
GOOD JOtl

UAO & Campus Films acknowledge
Black History Month
by showmg the movie
CRY FREEDOM
Fn 4 Sat Fab 24 a 25
at 7 00 4 9 45 PM
Tha Blues Brotheri
Both films will be In 210 MSC
for S1.50 each

DEL TA SIGS ' DELTA SIOS * DELTA SIQSI
Don t forget your wallets
Bnng lots of Cash $
Support us we*
So we can throw a BKJ bash
'SLAVE AUCTION 89'
love, your slaves
$ DON'T WORRY. BE HAPPY S
STUDENT JOB FAIR
FEBRUARY 26, 11-4PM
GRAND BALLROOM STUDENT UNION
S DON'T WORRY. BE HAPPY S
STUDENT JOB FAIR
FEBRUARY 28 11 4PM
GRAND BALLROOM STUDENT UNION
4 DON'T WORRY. BE HAPPY S
STUDENT JOB FAIR
FEBRUARY 28. II-4PM
GRAND BALLROOM STU0ENT UNION

The Phi Mu's support Maisacre llf
The Phi Mu'i Support Maisacre lit

* Gamma Phi * Gamma Phi *
* Amy Bear'
Congratulations on being elected signs and
songs Officer
You'll do a great rob'
i TO THE BROTHERS OF DELTA SIGMA PI ■
WE VE STUDIED HARD
WE'VE PAID ALL OUR DUES
SO PLEASE BE KIND
AT GROUP REVIEWS'
Saa you guys at the GPAFFiTTi SIGNATURE
PARTY and keep buying flame tickets
Love, your pledges
" Delta Sigma Pi ••
Jana Cross
Good luck at Group Reviews' You'll do GREAT*
Love. Your secret Big
■ ' MDA SUPEROANCE ■ ■
March 344
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin'
• " MDA SUPEROANCE • "
March 344
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin'
* ' MDA SUPEROANCE ■ ■
March 344
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin'
• ■ MDA SUPEROANCE ' *
March 344
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheepish Grin'
' " MDA SUPEROANCE ■ '
March 344
OFFENHAUER TOWERS
Special Appearance by Sheep*h Grtn'
* * • Delta Sigma Pi Sharon Bennett" *
Only 2 more weeks unW initiation Hope you're
ready lor group reviews Good luck with every
thing Cal me-wel do lunch!
Your Delta Slg Sacral Big"
•• "Stephanie Fllaa""
.You're an exceeent IWa Good luck at group reviews I know you'l do great
;
YourBig.Ooug

CivO Big KimPrincess whitfington You brighten each and
every day Thanks tor being such a special part
of my life Smile you've got a friend
I love vou. LilEsen
2 round tnp tickets to Daytona for spring break
Cal372-6127
AGD Beta 500 AGO Beta 500
Only 57 days'
AGO Beta 500 AGO Beta 500
Alpha Chi Omega Alpha Chi Omega
ATTENTION Alpha Ch.'s
Pre-Party for date party
two Kegs'"
Chris and Gretc hen
Call Us
Alpha Chi Omega Alpha Cfn Omega
Alpha CM Omega Alpha Chi Omega
Skip 4 Kevin
Warning Tonight you will be
Guzzling guys
Drinking Daenousty
IntoobMvian
Love you "Fabutoue Babes."
Chris 4 Gretchen
Alpha Chi Omega Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Delta Wishes to congratulate
Greek Life on a Successful Leadership conference!
Alpha Gamma Delta Congratulates
Stephanie Crawford
Chris Easten
Juke Gifts
on their Rho Chi positions'
Alpha Gamma Delta supports all who participate
in 1989 St Valentines Day Massacre
AM 680 WFALWBGU 88 1 FM 4 CBS Re
cords
ROCK FOR LIFE
Friday. Feb 24. 7-11 pm
Art School. Sheepish Grin. Opiate of the Massea, Ed 4 Steve (Formerly from Madhatter)
Proceeds go to chanty
prizes * prizes * prizes
S1 00 ADMISSION
AOII" We have not forgotten about you'" AOII
Congratulations Elizabeth Clark on your AOnSigma Nu Lavakering to Andy Chizmar
Congratulations Wendy Booth on your AOIISigma Phi Epsson Lavakering to Pete Cushme
And Congratulations to Connie Welsler on your
pinning to Ohio Northern Phi Mu Delta. Dave
Shepard
AOII ■ Sisters Forever * AOII
ATTENTION
(1) ticket to Los Angelas Calif over SPRING
BREAK on Southwestern Airlines Leaving
March 1 7th returning March 26th Total Package $228 00 MUST SELL Call iisa 353-7627
for more information
Attn University Students
SAVE SAVE-SAVE
Sea a movie-Save a dollar
$3 Mall Cinema Tickets
with no expiration-on sale now through OSEA
Hurry while supplies last Call 372-5467 NOW
ATTN EDUCATION MAJORS
SHOW YOUR PRIDE'
Buy a sweatshirt- $i 3 00toSl5 00
•A Book bag • $8 00 to $10 00
-or a bumper Sticker • $1 00
Cal 372-2943 or stop by 410 Ed
Sponsored by OSEA
BE A LEADER
We're looking for students with strong human
relations skills and leadership abilities Mass
media, graphic arts or writing skills helpful 12
paid position available 'or 1989-90 school yr.
inquire 0 310 student Services or 3 7 2- 2130
Betas, Tim GoHng 4 Brian Bailey
First tt was afterhours. Second the 4-way tea.
than came valentine's Day. Now its Club Kappa
Delta' Hey Goober-Congratulations on going
active'
Can't wait, your Kappa Delta dates.
The Campbell Twins
BRATHAUS
Legal Jpoints 4 Karmkazi S
$1.00 during Friday Happy Hours 3-9pm
Bryan and Ron.
Get psyched to Castaway with two fun-loving
Alpha Darts'
Alpha Dana Pi's.
LeAnn and Roberta
Cnerrywood Health Spa-Tanning Booth
10 visits lor $20- 352-9378
Congratulations on being selected lor the
Washington Center Internship Program for
Summer 1989 to Diane Stevenson. Isabel Olivetti, Lucy Sieger. Chuck McCartney, Lon
Ebert. Meimoa Messbarger. Kathy Horwedel.
Lisa Zo»ns. Amy ZKzetoerger. Ted Stanlch.
Mary Zetwick and Doug Pevoar'
Congratulations Amy Cernak for being VIP of
the weak*
Love your AGO Sisters
DANGER GREG-DANGERt
Don't get nervous, gel excited'
Tha stress quean died today and
the Party mongrel has come back to life
Saturday win be the bast'
•Lee
Dawn. Lynn, Kathy. Mike. Terry. Mark, and
whoever ©iso I forgot Now the time has come
were together agem Just think of the fun wall
have, let's hope 11 never ends Friday we'll
dance and fnnk the night away and hope no
one gats sick But if you do let's just hope it's
not Dave. Marc, * Vic Saturday wil be as fun as
Friday no matter what we do But Sunday whan
you leave and we're alone we'll cry boo hoo
Love ya. Tonya and VTcki
P S Where are you Shawn? We truss you'
Delta Gamma would Uke to Congratulate our
Rho-Chi'S:
Beth Baker
Kim Dale
LoriNagle
Karri Powers
Ann Preston
Delta Gamma encourages you to promote racial
unity and world peace-Massacre H
Delta Sigma PI Brlnkmann Delta Sigma PI
Congratulations big brother on your office of
Senior-Vice President (Dene Slga Are In Trouble Now!!) I'm so proud of you. you'l do an
awesome fob'
Love. Diane
Dana Sigma Pi
JlmOskey
Group reviews are hare, hope your voice is
strong and in tune, because you are going to
need ft Just two more weeks untl Initiation
You a great lime and you are going to do great
on Sunday
Love. Shari
DO TWO GET ONE FREE
Look for our coupon In tha
BGSU Phone Directory
Kirk's com Laundry 709 S Me.n

DEMOISELLES
I hope you got more than a "lock" out of the TrolanWarl
The Condom Fairy
DON'T FORGET
to attend tha S OLD leadership Workshops
Space is still available in tha Team Building
Workshop on Tuesday. February 28 The
Resolving Conflict Workshop (Wed March 1) is
currently fieed. however a waiting kst is being
maintained
For more information call
372-2843
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY'
Win a fraa U.A.O. trip to Daylona for 2 plus
1100.00 CASH. You are automatically entered
with each Tanning package purchased before
March 1. Buy as many as you wish, use them
anytime during Spring Semester Sign up at
THETANNINO CENTER 2 locations downtown The Wash House 248 N Main or Hair Un
limited 143 W Wooster Cal 354-1559 or
353-3261 for info Your tanning professional
since I960
DRY DOCK
PANORAMA
FRIDAY, FEB. 24th

KD ' BETA a DAVE and NORM ■ BETA * KD
It's time (or us to take you on a cruise ship you
won't dread What a surprise • it's K0 Club
Med.
It's |uat a given that we'll have a plethora of fun
Two Betas, two KD's. Just partying In tha sun
Love Always.
Your two Honorary Betas.
Heather and Cindy

UAO LECTURE DIVISION PRESENTS.
"Europeon .84 a day"
with Gil White
'Useful travel tips, a slede show, and a whole
lot morel'
Wednesday. March 1
Union Grand Baaroom 7 30pm
Admission is Free
Co-sponsored By The student Rec center and
Holiday travel MON Man.

Kety.
The Big Two-Two' How does It feel? Hope you
(eel line now 'cause come Sunday morning,
you'll feet like Doo-Doo'
Love.
Rich

UAO LECTURE DIVISION PRESENTS
"Europe on .64 a day"
with Gil White
* Useful travel tips, a side show, and a whole lot
morel'
Wednesday. March 1
Union Grand Ballroom 7 30 p m.
Admission is Free
Co sponsored by the Student Rec center and
Holiday Travel 140 N Mam

KKG FORMAL
%

"'STEVE
FORMAL

WOOD" "KKG

TomySCOPER:
Saturday night is almost hare
it'll be a long night, but don't worry dear
Everything will be (me. <( I can find a dress
Never fear though, you need not distress
You know we'll have lun-we always do
There's no data around who's better than you'
Get psyched I promise you won't get hosed
But we might get gooded and loopy SOOO
This wil be an evening well spend together
Luv, Scopette

DRY DOCK
PANORAMA
FRIDAY. FEB. 24th

LUPPIE '
Get psyched for a great KKG Formal'
You are a NICE guy'
SHER

DRV DOCK
PANORAMA
FRIDAY. FEB. 24th

Matt Bowser
Kappa Formal is finally hereDo you sM want to go even though pizza isn't
on the menu? You're awesome Mattie and you
know how much you mean to me! Love. AnneMarie

DRY DOCK
GRAFFITI NIGHT
SAT. FEB. 25th
DRY DOCK
GRAFFITI NIGHT
SAT. FEB. 25th
DRY DOCK
GRAFFITI NIGHT
SAT. FEB. 25th
DZ DZ Big Denise Byerly DZ DZ
We passed the candle once.
but it wasn't you
We passed it again, on the second time
out it blew -l had no clue
The nng is a navarendlngorcle
for the two of you I pray 't wit always be.
Congratulations and love in DZ
Love.
UMary
Falcon Basketball on 88.1 WBGU
BG atC MU Women al 12 40
Men at 3 00 onM.t WBGU
Falcon Hockey on 06.1 FM
BG hosts St. Cloud State
Fri and Sat at 7 25 on
WBGU 86.1
Fellowship of Christian Athletes supports
MASSACRE II. We hope you will too! Sat Fab
25 8:00 Grand Ballroom
Help and Racism!
FIJI • PHI MU
The brothers of Phi Gamma Detta would like to
congratulate Adam LenhoH on his recant Lavaiering to Stephanie Rowe
The brothers of Phi gamma Dana would like to
congratulate Chris Averett for being elected
President to IFMDC
FIJI Animal House
FUI Animal House
Fiji Animal House
Gamma Phi * Dantee Chrien * Gamma Phi
Suprise. Frick' Or is It D-u-u-d-e?
Careful. You might pet punchy or laugh for no
reason-study tables'' Laughing makes you skinny-negative. Why does It Hurt? Men are from —
. Cheerieading. Emeralds and Softball
gotta love it' He better be rich Bahamas Roadtrip • OU Let me set you up Crescent? Sister
What? Which Gash? Why are you being so
mean to me? Pledge Det Happy 6 months'
Love Always in Pi Kappa EpsHon. FRACK
GET CREATIVE"
Modem 4 Medieval Inscribing will help you Do
it! Wei do mvitatic-ns. business cards, personal
stationary, announcements, posters, graduations. Prices Vary and Deposit is required Call
353-2002 Don't be shy Leave a message on
cur machine'
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED 2-BALL
INDOOR SOCCER-MANDATORY CLINIC
FEBRUARY 27-5:00-7 00 p.m j VOLLEYBALL-MANDATORY CLINIC-FEBRUARY
28-5 00 8:00 p m PICK UP REFERRAL AT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
WOMEN'S
SGLS 4 DBLS RACOUETBALL - MARCH 7
COED BOWLING - MARCH 13. MEN'S 4
WOMEN'S SOCCER
MARCH 14 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 P M IN ROOM 108 SRC
Intramural entries due: 2-ball Indoor soccer
(women 4 men) Note date change- one week
early- February 27; volleyball (women and
coed) Fab 28 Al entries due by 4 00pm m
108 SRC

Its Coming'
The Senior Challenge
Kick off party
Beware of
Tha Senior Challenge
Kick off party
We challenge you to party
Senior Challenge '89
Kick off (3 coming1
JEFFSWEARINGEN
Get psyched lor this Friday1 I can't wait to see
your sexy body m the clothes I'm making you
Hugs 4 Kisses.
Ma
Jim vies
Gat ready lor a "three-hour lour" with an Alpha
Dart! We "Castaway'' tomorrow, so don't forget!

-Otter
John, (Tuna ol Gasgana Island) Just wsft one
night and you'll have a date, a data with anAOtl.
that's sure to be lots of tun, fun (or you and I.
Tha craw la a group ofAlpha Darts, and man
from far and near, who gather tor a festive eve.
a night of dance and cheer tha party of tha
year Tha bus wil leave at Soctock. the music
we" be loud.Castaway Within an Alpha Dart is
sure to draw a crowd, sura to draw a crowd
Now al of you who won't be there are sura to
miaa the bleat, with Alpha Delta. Bath Dudley
too. pledges and their dates, tha shiny pins.
music, man and AOH's. si atAlpha daft
Ule.-Wendy
Kappa Slga
Have you checked the Beta Trophy lately?
xxoo, The Kappaa
KATHY BIRD
"You Can Leave Your Hal On" On the ice. but
not much ease! Good Luck on your Mat Falconetta Performance I
-Love, Your AOII Sisters

Never Again supports MASSACRE II We hope
you wM too - Sat Fab 25 Leonard Grand Ballroom 8.00p.m.
Ode to "Pooperface" Sea back
the weak has bean real tough
But this weekend we'll get rough
Being at Sigma Chi Sweetheart Formal
We'll dance and take a chance
And detlnltley mash(ooh ya!!)
Being at Sigma Chi Sweetheart Formal
tt will be great whan we dine
Because I know we'll have a great time
Being at Sigma Chi Sweat Heart Formal
LLFCPA-EVE
PARTY IN DAYTONA FOR A LOW PRICE
$145 00 ell cover your hole! if you drive yourself $225 00 will cover your hotel plus bus
ride Cal Ramona at 353-7236 to sign up
REACHING YOUR MAJOR GOALS
Undecided about your major?
Does the word major make you cringe?
Then this workshop Is for you
Mon Feb 27 at 7 pm (Kohl Hal)
Tues Feb 28 at 7 pm (Founders)
Wed Mar 1 at9pm(BatchekJer)
Call 2-267 7 or 2-2081 with Questions
Sigma Chi * John Rice* Sigma Chi
Just a little personal to say. I can't wait i«i
sweetheart Format this Saturday
Check m is at one and soon after we'll be having
(un!1
We'll dance 4 Party the night away and in your
arms I hope to stay
I want to make this a mght you won't forget so
lets put an end to our agonizing bate
LoveYaChrrstlne
P.S Happy Birthday
"RoboJohn'"
Sigma Chi Sigma Chi Sigma Chi Sigma Chi
To our awesome dates DAVE and TOM.
Our night Is finely here
Hope you two can handle all the
We will dance and romance the night away.
Staying up until Saturday"!
Pick us up al 6, don't be slow.
For its off to Kappa Delta Club Med we go
Get ready, get psyched.lor when Us done.
You two will have had loads of fun)
Love.
Your dates Pam and Lisa
Kappa Delta Kappa Delta Kappa Delta
Snukie
Than. 4 being the Bestesl Friend'
U were right but I'm Back 4 better than ever1
Oh No-not a repeat of Freshmen Year!
XXOO. Schmrtty
Spring Merchandise arnving daily
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge Street
STEVE WEIXEL
Happy 21st Birthday'
Love.
Julie
Who Cares about Human Rights
WE DO
Amnesty International-BGSU
Meeting at 7 00pm
Tuesday
105 Hayes Hall
Take the Lead..
Become A campus Tour Guide
LAST DAY for applications isTODAY! Return
Applications to 118 McFal center between
10:30-12 30and1 30-3 30 *r
Auditions February 27 March 10

Univ. of Hawaii. Monoa; Calif. State, Fresno;
Univ. of Northern Colorado and 40 other
schools are sill available for National Student
Exchange applications lor next year! Pay no
out or state lees' Call now before someone
else spokes' 372-8202.

WANTED
2 female non-smoking roommates needed for
89 90 school year Call 2 6139
2 Female rmtes needed for '89-00 year Cal
353-6900
2 Females looking to sublaasa/rentaptmt for
the semester of Fal 89 Call afternoons, after
9 00 pm al 353-6579
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains, Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohikan, P.O. Box 234BG, Kenllworth, NJ 07033
(201)276-0565.
CREATIVE AND CARING STUDENTS'
12 paid positions open for 1989-90 school
year. Apply for a position as a peer leader
Expand your professional and personal boundaries
Call the PREVENTION CENTER
372-2130 or Stop in to 310 Student Services
Need a female vocaJisr"
Eager and talented! ASAP 372-3809
Registered Nurses
Memorial Hospital has openings lor registered
nurses for the following positions Medical and
Surgical part-time and fun-time evenings and
nights Mental Health unit part-time 4 Full time
evenings 4 nights Obstetrics part-time nights
Pediatrics primarily evenings
Attractive, competitive benefit package Including lurton reimbursement and relocation expenses available Please call human resources
for an application or Mrs Kim Bordenkircher
Extension 430 tor further information
human Resources Department. Memorial Hospital 715 S Taft Ave Fremont. Ohio 43420
1-800-446-0238 or 419-332-7321
Rmte needed Immed Wooster St Own room
$165 00 per month plus Uhl CaH353-6042
Roommate needed Immediately m furnished
apt Wil have own bedroom Rent negotiable
Cal 354 0698
Roommate(s) wanted lor summer In Lg Apt
close to campus All uM paid except elec Cal
Beth at 353-3786
ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR SUMMER
1-4 female roommates needed to sublease
large house PRIME location on Manvlle Call
anytime-354-3063
Wanted Drummer for hard rock band Interested in playing clubs Frank 372-4584 or
Loran 372-4182
Wanted Non-Smoking. Female Rommate for
89-90 School Year Close to campus-Field
Manor Apis Cal Michelle 372-6278

HELP WANTED

Help Out 4 Get Involved
Join tha Campus Escort Service
Applications for Volunteers
Available al 110 Moseley
or CALL 372-6360
Help People Out 4 Have Fun)

A new and exciting restaurant from Dayton.
Ohio Relaxed and tun atmosphere, good
wages Now hiring all positions Applications
accepted dally between 9am-12pm and
4pm-6pm 27390 Helen Dr Perrysburg Exit
193 and route 20 behind Sohro
EARN MONEY AT HOME!
Assemble Jewelry. Toys, Electronics.
others FT & PT work available Cal
(Refundable) 1-407-7443000 Ext 1535A24
hrs
Irish lolk singers needed to play SI. Patricks
week Call Campus Poleyes 353 9638

THE PANHELLENIC COUNCIL WOULD LIKE
TO EXTEND ITS BEST WISHES FOR MASSACRE II THIS WEEKEND. WE ARE BEHIND YOU
ALL THE WAY!

OVERSEAS JOBS $900 2000 mo Summer.
Yr round. Al Countries, al fields Free info
Write IJC P.O. Box 52OH03 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625

The Phi Mu's would like to wish Delta Gamma
Good Luck with Anchor Splash this weekend

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD NEED EN
THUSIASTIC DEDICATED PEOPLE TO WORK
LIVE WITH KIDS BEAUTIFUL LOCATION
EXCELL PROGRAM COMPETITIVE SALARIES CALL CHRISSY SIRACUSE AT 372-31 75
FOR INFO PLUS APPLICATION

The prestigious members ol Delta Tau Delta
encourage al to come and recrve a night ol racial unity and peace "Tha Massacre II" Grand
Ballroom 8 00 Great Job Brother Felton
and Brother Harriet I
The sisters ol KAPPA DELTA are excited for
Massacred Come join the tun of ending racial
discriminatron with us at the Grand Ballroom
8 00 Saturday

SUMMER CAMP STAFF POSITIONS Counsel
*>g and Supervisory openings Horses, saling.
archery, riflery. crafts, wilderness trips Chrisnan values m a famay atmosphere YMCA
STORER CAMPS Jackson. Ml For further information contact Jeanme Elis Local Phone:
372-3620

The sisters of Alpha Phi support tha St Valentines Day Massacre

SUMMER CAMP JOBS IN CLEVELAND
Tha JCC's Amsf ield Day Camp now hiring
(216) 831 0700, ext 361

The Undergraduate Student Government
supports MASSACRE II. and would encourage you to do tha same Saturday, February
25, In tha Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 800 pm

Taking Applications (or evening entertainment
apply In person at 119 N. Mam Street after
300

Tha World Association promotes peace and
mutual understanding among al peoples of the
work) through its diverse activities W.S A axtends the opportunity to further develop un.
versa! brotherhood among al students regard lass of national origin, Faith, ot gender

The Wood County Sheriff wil accept appHca
dons until 4 30p m on March 14, 1989 lor the
position ot Correction Officer for tha Wood
County Sheriff's Office, Jal Division Applications |ob description and aiformation on the
selection process may be obtained at the Wood
County Sheriff's Office, first floor, County Office Building. Bowing Green. OH From
8:30a m. to 4 30p m . Monday thru Friday, or
contact the office by telephoning (419)
354-9336 Wood County Sheriff is an Equal
Oppo'tun.ty Employer, Main FemaJo

To thoee Wonderful Delta:
The Phi Mu's are ready for a fun-filed Friday
evening!'
TRACY FEE
OPOSSUM QUEEN
TRACY FEE
OPPOSUM QUEEN
Way to go Lea Gum and Sue Mtlek on being
Who's Who In American Colleges' Love, you
AGO Slaters
Volunteers In Progress supports MASSACRE
II. we hope you will tool Saturday February
26. GRAND BALLROOM, 8:0uptn
Vole f or
Chanlal Avars
USG At-large representative

This Is YOUR opportunity to make youraaH
more marketable with practical experience In
salee.
BG NEWS Is expanding Us advertising sales staff In tha Toledo area and Is looking for a sell -mot i vat ad. result s-orfentad parson. All majors considered. Tha Ideal candidate will continue ss a studenl beyond
Spring 1989 to assume already established
accounts and be vary familiar with the Toledo
Area. Comlssfon, bonuses plus gasoline allowance Musi have own car. Contact: Jan
Stubbs.Ad.enising Manager, 214 Weal Hall
372 -2608

FOR SALE
1983 White Nissan Sentra.
Gold Pin Striping and Wheats.
tinted Windows. AC AM-FM
Cassette. NO BODY RUST. $2300 00 Neg
CaM 354-4911
80 CITATION good work car $850 00 or best
offer Cal 353-6801 after 5 30
ATARI 520 St. 1 Meg with burit in drive and
color monitor $650 negotiable Cal Todd at
372-5652
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys
Surplus Buyers Guide
1 602-838-EXT A 4244
Bel XKR 300 Radar Detector with reduced
sensitive modo switch plus LED signial strength
lights $45 Call 353 5737 after 6 00
Books. Pascal 101. Phil 10V CS 101. GED
125 Best Offer Cal 353-8576
CD holders Oak. Steckabte. stores 36
$20 ea oral4-$60 352-4915nites
For Sale
Brand New 4650 00 Cannondale bike with
accessories Only used twice asking$400.00 or
bast offer Cal 2• 1229 ask (or Jon.
For Sale- one way airline ticket Newark NJ to
Toledo Leaving early March 27 $75 or best
offer. Cal 372-6380
Jazz guitar and amplifier for sale Cal Paul after
7 00 om at 353 4296
White 1976 Continental V8. 460. 4 bCJ Runs
wen Asking $500 or best offer Cal Ken
8(352-5252.

FOR RENT

1 bedroom furnished • May
For Quiet People
2 bedroom furnished • August
9 month lease
2 bedrm unfurnished - August
12 month lease
352-3445

" 1 bedroom 4 2 bedroom
fum 4 unfum apartments
* Roommates needed male/female
Cal John Newlove Real Estate

354-2260

$75 00 Month nagot. no deposit. 1 block from
campus. Campus Manor Apts Rent now hi May
5. call Bil 353-5358 Leave Message
1 bedroom furnished apartments. 1 year lease,
avail May 352-7454.
l bedroom Apt re-insulated for energy efficiency $310.00 a month, almost new Cal
363-5761
1 Bedroom Apt Close to Campus Aval Right
Now-$250 00'mo . includes al utilities' Cal
353-16B2.
MOMsnviHe
Roommate NEEDED in Large House
Cal 353-4796 or John Newlove Realty
354-2260
2 bedroom furnished apartments. 9 4 12 month
leases. 352-7464
3 Bdrm Apt $500/mo plusutil
1 Bdrm Apt $300/mo plus util
Large efficiency $250/mo. pkis uM
Close to campus AvaH May or Aug
353-1682
3 Bdrm House aval Aug 89
$600/mo plua uH 12 monthlease. 353-1682
Close to campus
3 bedroom house furnished, washer, dryer 12
mon tease $500. mon plus utilities 811 2nd.
Available May 20th Cal 352-8827
Apt. available for summer
1 bdrm. unlurn apt with air available lor summer 89 sublease Close to campus on 2nd St
Very cheap rent only $386 (or the whole summer' Please cal Lon'KIm at 353-3074
Heyll I need a nonsmoking roommate for summer and the 89/90 year Furnished apartment,
own bedroom, gas 4 elect to pay 353-3950
ask lor John Cal Now'!'
Houses A Apartments - Close to Campus
For Summer 1989 4 1989-90 school year
1-287-3341
Houses for 1989-90 school year
Cal 352-2330 after 5 pm
One bedroom apts for grad students Available
for lal. close to campus 287-3896
Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co
362-9378
Large Efficiency available immediately
$ 190 00 plus utlities par month
Cal Ken 354-3452
NEED AN INEXPENSIVE AND FUN PLACE TO
STAY
THIS SUMMER?
Big House - your own room • male or female m smoker or non
CaH372-1368AS A P formoremfo
Prime Location on Manvllle 4-6 people needed
to sublease house May-August. New Carpet.We. and furniture available If interested
please cal353-5058.
Rallview Mini-Warehouse
(at tha comer of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave )5X79x15-9X30
Preferred Properties, Co
352-9378
Now leasing lor summer and (al
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Prrvessges to chemwood Health Spa
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378
Roommate Needed
To share large two bedroom house for summer
Own bedroom, parking, air-conditioned 3
blocks from campus Prefer mala, non-smokar.
Rant negotiable Call Sidney at 3520750
Small Efficiency Avail, immediately
$250 00/mo UN mcluded Prefer grad Studenl 287-3896
Summer Rental
1 two bedroom apt at 304 E
614-291-0767

COurt Cal

'The Wlndmaf
One or two people needed lo sublease the
Wlridmsl Apt. For the summer One block from
Campua Cal 352-8160 in tha evenings
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Campus Comments—
Did you ever run away from home?

Greg Jekubik, junior business major: "I
thought about it. I didn'tcome home for a
couple of days and I didn't' tell my parents
where I was. I don't remember what happened. I think my girlfriend thought she
was pregnant."

Curtis Jones, senior family community
services major: "Yes, I did run away one
time. My parents were not willing to listen
to me. So I got a suitcase-it was raining
outside. I went down the street, turned
around, and came back home."

Jennifer Miller, senior fashion merchandising major: "No. When I was small,
I'd have really nasty temper tantrums so I
didn't have enough energy to run away
from home."

Tim Strauss, sophomore sociology
major: "I've never run away but I've been
kicked out. Does that count? My dad and I
couldn 't agree on what being 'nice'
meant."

Local bands slated to Rock for Life
by Frank Esposito

Rock music has been on a big charity
kick in the past few years. USA For Africa,
Live Aid, Amnesty International, and other
benefits have given rock a more humanitarian image.
A quartet of Bowling Green area bands
will follow suit from 7 to 11 tonight in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom in a concert entitled Rock For Life. The show is being
sponsored by WFAL-680 AM and
WBCU-88.1 FM in cooperation with CBS
Records. Half of the proceeds will go to
support WFAL and WBGU while the other
half will go to the T.J. Martell Foundation,
a CBS-founded charity to fund leukemia,
cancer, and AIDS research.
The foundation was founded in 1975
after CBS Senior Vice President Tony
Martell's son T.J. died of leukemia. To
date, the foundation has raised over $25
million, mainly through annual celebrity
events held in Los Angeles such as "Rock
'n' Bowl" and tennis parties. An annual

auction of CBS recording artists' memorabilia is also on the foundation's agenda,
alone, the dinner raised $4 million.
In comparison, the money raised by tonight's show seems like small change.
Rock For Life shows are held nationwide,
but they constitute only a small percentage
of the foundation's income.
However, according to Kathy Lanzisera.
coordinator at CBS Records, "Every little
bit counts. The money you raise (at Bowling Creen) is just as important as that
raised at the dinner."
Performing at the show will be Art
School, Sheepish Grin, Opiate of the Masses and Ed & Steve (former members of
Madhatter). A local all-star band has also
been rumored to make an appearance.
Originally, the show was going to be an .ill
Madhatter affair, but that group's recent
breakup left WFAL and WBCU hanging.
With some help from Ed Cratty, former
lead singer of Madhatter and co-owner of

Madhatter Records in downtown Bowling
Green, a new lineup was put together.
"I contacted the bands after I knew that
we (Madhatter) wouldn't be playing. Most
of the bands in the area are always available for benefit shows," Cratty said.
The bands were chosen because "they
catered more to the Bowling Green audi-

ence." according to WFAL's Chrissy
Schroedel, chairperson of the event. All of
the bands are performing for free.
Prizes such as albums, tapes, and a television set also will be awarded throughout
the evening, said Schroedel.

Mondo garage sale set for SeaGate
by Shelley Benson
Forget all the stereotypical second-hand appliances, old paperbacks and scratched 45's.
The Creater Toledo Garage Sale at SeaGate Centre this Saturday and Sunday
promises to be much more.
This first-year event will feature 125 booths with a variety of merchandise, but
according to Randy Kron of The Promotion Co., not all of it will be second-hand.
"About 70 percent of the participants are people who make their living traveling
to and selling their merchandise at these events," Kron said.
Garage salers purchase most of what they sell at warehouse clearances and can
therefore afford to offer these goods to the public at a reasonably low price.
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Runaways misunderstood 'rebels'
by Dennis J. Hocrlg
Editor's note: The name of the teen in this story has
been changed.
What do you do when you're 17, in a home with parents
you can't stand, misunderstood and a self-styled "rebel?"
In the case of Ken. you run away from home.
Ken first ran away when he was 12. His parents, he said,
did not care about him.
"It's like I wasn't even there. Then when I was, all they
did was yell and scream."
One screaming incident occurred when the teen forgot
to mow the lawn.
"I'm in my room and it's like 10 o'clock... all of a sudden, my dad busts in the room and starts calling me 'idiot'
and 'asshole' and tells me how worthless 1 am. It was bullshit, man."
Ken tried to run away again when he was 14 and again
at 15. "It was... just rules mostly. Man, it was stupid things
most of the time. They were like, well, we got a kid so let's
pick on him. Stupid," he said.
The boy's attempts to escape his parents were unsuccessful. He was returned to his home by local authorities
twice. On Ken's third runaway, he returned on his own.
"I wanted to get away real bad, y'know. But I... was 16
and thinking, well, I can't live on my own. Not yet, see,"
he said, lighting a cigarette. "I figured a home is a home. I
gotta live somewhere. I walked in after like two days and
they didn't say nothing to me."
Last week. Ken ran away again. He was picked up by
police for sleeping in a doorway. He is now awaiting transportation back home. Ken declined to reveal where he is
from.

"Yeah, I'm going back. Big f—g deal. I'll probably run
away again. See, I'll go home and things will be the same.
My old man will still be the same guy and my mom will still
be mom. Nothing changes," Ken said.
According to Dennis Parish, a referee for the Wood
County Juvenile Court, cases like Ken's are neither uncommon nor unusual. Parish said he sees, on the average,
two or three runaways per week.
Bowling Green, he said, is a prime location for runaways, with its proximity to the Ohio Turnpike and Interstate-75.
"A lot are headed down south, to Florida or someplace
warm," Parish said.
When asked where he had planned to go, Ken shrugged. "Wherever, I don't know. My money might've lasted
about two weeks."
The process at the juvenile court is basically a three-step
process, according to Parish. When the runaway is apprehended, he or she is scheduled for a hearing with the referee. An attempt is then made to contact the runaway's
parents or guardians and arrangements are made for return following the hearing.
When asked about the process, Ken appeared amused.
"I can just see it. My mom gets the call, rolls her eyes
and looks at my dad and says 'he ain't my kid.' " Ken said,
with exaggerated pantomine.
The reasons kids run away, Parish said, are diverse. A
common thread, he said, is unhappiness.
"In five years. I have never seen a happy kid run away,"
he added.
The typical runaway situations, according to Parish, are
single-parent homes, abusive parents, drug and alcohol

abuse and simple neglect. "It would be most accurate to
say it's a problem at home, rather than a problem with the
kid."
It is vital, Parish said, to know the distinction between
delinquents and status offenders. Parish considers most
runaways to be in the latter category. A status offense is
one committed by adolescents only.
"You can look at it like this," Parish said. "Nobody
picks up an adult for running away from home, just kids.
That's a status offense."
"In most cases, the runaway is unruly but certainly not
delinquent. What we need to find out is why that kid is unruly or unhappy." Parish said.
Ken said he does not feel unhappy.
"No. No way. You figure if you don't care then it don't
matter... so I don't care. In a way. I'm a rebel. I'm a rebel
because 1 don't need nobody and they don't need me.
"I feel like my mom and dad had a chance and they f—d
it. They had lots of chances. It's not like this is the first
time I run away... You'd think the first time I (ran awayl
they'd be saying 'wait, what's going on here?'"
Parish said the key is understanding.
"Parents have to strive; they have to take responsibility
and get to really know their kids.
"Some parents' idea of quality time with the kids is two
hours of TV, just sitting there with no one saying anything. The kids need involvement," he said.
"Always love them. You don't even have to like them —
and a lot of parents don't like their kids — but love them,"
Parish said.

Cover illustration: by Brock Visnich and John Crieshop.
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Hair helps appearance,
good suit not enough
by Brcnda Young
With the onset of spring comes the
warm breezes of graduation, and with it
the long process of interviews. As the job
hunt gets into full swing, one must keep in
mind the importance of appearance. According to Mary Brunetti of Alberto Culver, the total look is important. Brunetti
claims that men in particular tend to overlook the importance of a good hair style.
Brunetti. public relations assistant, said
that an expensive suit will not make a good
impression on prospective employers if the
hair is a mess. Brunetti said that the best
cut for younger men is a "two-way" cut —
one which allows for a sophisticated, incharge look on the job but also a more
casual appearance.
"Around this age (college), guys go out
with a two-way cut: you can use a mousse
or gel to get the fun 'let's go out and party'
look," Brunetti said.
According to Melissa Mock, a stylist at
Hair Unlimited, 143 W. Wooster St., a
good two-way cut would be short — lying
off the ears and the collar — with a side
part. "With a little gel you could get a wet
look and/or spike it," she said.
Everyone goes into a salon with different
options and limitations when looking for

the best cut. Brunetti said. The color and
texture of one's hair, as well as face shape,
must be taken into consideration before a
style can be chosen.
The best time to go m is at about 2 p.m.
in the afternoon when your hair is at about
its worst." Brunetti said. "That way the stylist can help you decide which cut is best
for you. not only in look, but in the way it's
cared for. If you can't style it yourself, it's
not going to do any good to get that cut,"
she said.
Choice in cut must not be anything drastic, according to Brunetti. "The more definite the style, such as a flat top or longback styles which give one look, (the more
it limits) what can be done," she said.
Coloring or perming the hair, however,
are both options that may be taken into
consideration. Marta Evans, who styles for
First Editon Hair Design and Tanning
Studio. 434 E. Wooster St., said that a
body perm, which gives volume without
curl, will work for those who have limp
hair.
If a perm is not of interest, adding color
■See Hair, page 10.
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Tattoos not just for bikers anymore
by James A. Tinker

Sticking a needle into one's flesh to
permanently color the skin may not appeal
to everyone, yet a growing number of individuals are rather fond of the idea.
Tattoos.
Not just a coat-of-arms for sailors and
bikers, they have been leaving their mark
on more and more people for different
reasons.
Several University students and an area

Friday /irock Vlintch
Pal* Willows, Junior philosophy major,
displays his black lizard tattoo. Willows
paid $60 lor lha dsslan at Tim's Tattoos
In Columbus.

tattoo artist say people get tattooed because of artistic value, symbolic pride and
the chance to express oneself indelibly.
"We consider it an art form and we take
a professional approach," Robert Cerrie,
owner, manager and tattoo artist of The
Toledo Tatto Co., 4825 N. Summit St.,
Toledo, said.
Although the University is not planning
any tattoo courses, at least one campus artist supports tattooing as a form of art.
"Personally, I think tattoo art meets the
requirements as a bonafide art form,"
Richard Lucas, associate professor of
graphic design and computer art, said.
Lucas said the soft, earthy colors of tattoos — done on the soft canvas of human
flesh — create a unique and innovative
style all its own.
'The supreme part of this art form is
when entire areas of the body are illuminated, or redefined, with graphic de- •
signs," he said.
Cerrie, who wears 12 tattoos, said his
studio has served a wide array of people,
including policemen, airline pilots, nurses
and students.
Those questioned about their tattoos
said they are proud of them and expect no
regrets.
Sean Kelley, senior IPCO major, recently got his second tattoo — both acknowledging his membership in Phi Gamma
Delta — and said it should never cause him
remorse.
.
"Ill always be a FUI and I'll always have
my tattoos," he said.
Another tattooed FUI, Scott Chamber-

UniGraohics

lain, sophomore sports management
major, said the fraternity only allows members to wear their three Greek letters on
their ankle.
Kevin Morten, senior IPCO major, has
one tattoo and plans to add another.
"I like it It's Yosemite Sam, it's tasteful
and it's on my calf — so people will only
see it when I want them to," he said.
The expressionism of tattoos is not just
for males, however.
Cina Felice, senior communication disorders major, doesn't wear her heart on
her sleeve, but on her ankle. She said she
has wanted a tattoo since the ninth grade
and has no regrets.
Not everyone who gets a tattoo these
days has them applied in such hard to see
places as ankles and calves, though.
Pete Willows, junior philosophy major,
said his arm bears a large lizard and his
abdomen sports a bat.
"It (the lizard) is solid black, it's the size
of a fist and I love it," Willows said.
Cerrie said the the types of tattoos popular lately are often fantasy- oriented, such
as icons of Creek mythology, wizards, unicorns and sprites.
"I can't tell you the last time I wrote
'Mom,'" he said.
Some individuals might like to have tattoos, but could be turned off by the possibility of disease transmission. According to
Cerrie, health concerns are the bottom
line at his studio.
"We've always kept everything sterile
and clean — we've never had a single complaint," he said, adding that he has a letter

of commendation from the health department hanging on the wall.
Dr. Richard Wenzel, health commissioner for Toledo and Lucas County, said
his department would investigate any
complaints against such an establishment.
Although hepatitis B and infection are
possible from improper tattooing, Wenzel
said, "We have yet to have any conclusive
evidence of disease spread through (health
conscious) tattoo parlors."
Cerrie said each customer is tattooed
with a clean sterile needle and all of his
pigments are approved by the Food and
Drug Administration.
Patrons of The Toledo Tattoo Co. acknowledged the studio's sanitary conditions and the responsible attitude of the
artists.
"It's a really decent place... very clean,"
Kelley said.
As far as the procedure concerned, few
said they experienced any discomfort
which amounted to more than an itching
sensation and the slight discomfort of skin
pricks.
Women apparentiy handle the design
application better than their male
counterparts.
"Let's face it, women have babies... they
generally have a higher threshold of discomfort," Gerries said.
Gerries said his studio requires that all
customers must be able to prove they are
at least 18 years of age and sober.
"We want people who are prepared to
make a committment. They have to realize
it's not a lick-n-stick."
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Replacements album 'an evolution'
by Frank Esposito
I had just finished listening to side one of
Don't Tell A Soul, the latest effort from the
Replacements, the Minneapolis quartet
who have produced some of the finest
post-punk rock committed to vinyl in the
1980s.
I was horrified.

Music Review
The main reason for my terror was that
lead vocalist Paul Westerberg didn't
scream at all on side one. True, there was
a wail at the end of "We'll Inherit The
Earth," but it was one bom of despair
rather than righteous fury. At this point, I
wasn't sure of anything. My mind couldn't
cope with the possibility that somebody
had killed the Replacements and replaced
them (now that'd be irony — replacing the
Replacements) with lifeless clones.

Side two revived me. There was an immediate holler as "Anywhere Is Better
Than Here" sprang to life. The rest of side
two was indeed harder and I was feeling a
heck of a lot better.
Then I realized how absolutely wrong I
was.
I was approaching this thing in the worst
way possible. I was condemning side one
because it didn't kick me in the stomach
the same way that 1987s Pleased To Meet
Afedid. But I was a fool for comparing
"I.O.U.," the near-perfect punk eruption
that opened Pleased..., with "Talent
Show," the poppy tune about youthful revelry and optimism that launches Don't Tell
A Soul.
The more I listened to Don't.... the
more I realized that the Replacements
were the same as they had always been,
they had simply evolved. It took me a while
to accept the fact that the same outfit that
had recorded such gems as "Gary's Cot A
Boner" and "Johnny's Gonna Die" was
now capable of recording material as
touching as "Achin' To Be" (where a lonesome woman searches for empathy in a
landscape of alienation — "Thought

Mark's

about/Not understood/She's achin' to
be") and Rock 'N' Roll Chost"(a churning
ballad of how the rock star fantasy can
draw you in... and of how hard it is to actually achieve those dreams — "There's no
one here/To raise a toast/I look into the
mirror and see/ A rock'n'roll ghost")
The Replacements have more options in
their bag of tricks to choose from now.
Angst-ridden vocal harmonies add
thought-provoking layers to "Back To
Back" (where love is renewed after a nearfatal mistake,) "Anywhere Is Better Than
Here." and "Darlin' One." They stir up
some funk (for them at least) on "Asking
Me Lies" (where outsiders cause confusion
in a relationship.)
Westerberg's wit is as wry as ever as evidenced on "Anywhere..." ("You press
your luck'Against his body,") "We'll Inherit The Earth" <"... but we don't want
it,") and "Talent Show"("lt's the biggest
thing in my life... I guess.") The album's
first single, "I'll Be You," rides a solid pop
structure as it explores role reversal as a
means to escape boredom.
And finally, there are two tunes on Don't.
that confirm that the Replacements are
surging forward thanks to the lessons
learned from their past.

Medium 2-item Pizza
$4.00
In House Only
352-3551

0558

354 -

The Replacements have made a great
rock V roll album. I think that deep down,
this is something they and their fans have
always been afraid of.

YxiYe smart enough to calculate
the size of a Hydrogen atom.

ii I mux:
cinema

The other testimonial is "They're
Blind," a doo-wop accusation of the music
industry, society's demons, and Lord
knows what else. Before this album, the
Replacements would have had to rock out
to get this kind of a point across. But now,
they can make the same point just as
strongly at a much slower pace. Those who
bought their 1982 thrash debut Sorry Ma.
Forgot To Take Out The Trash might not
believe it, but it's wonderfully true.

The first is a throwback to their drunk,
young, bored, self-righteous musical youth.
"I Won't" is loud and nasty and mean and
the guitars are absolutely everywhere and
the drum beat makes the base of your skull
throb like Ben Johnson's pulse and... and
... WAHOO! — 'Tallin' in love for the very,
very first time!/Fallin' in love for the hundred millionth time!... If you want me to
send a letter/Or a note/I WO-WO-WOWO-WO-WON'T!!!"

Pizza Pub
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The Replacements, (from clockwise) Tommy Stlnson, Chris Mart, Slim Dunlop,
and Paul Waatarbarg

And you're still smoking?
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'Burbs a feeble attempt at humor
by Brian Lumlcy

I walked into The 'Burbs hoping to see
a good comedy. What I saw was a film not
too sure of itself.
'Burbs is a strange combination of
comedy and G-rated ghoulishness. Tom
Hanks, who plays Ray Peterson, and his
array of outlandish neighbors try to figure
out the freaky goings-on at the new neigh-

Movie Review
bor's abode. These nocturnal additions to
the block bury things in the backyard during nighttime storms, drive their garbage
to the curb, and have glowing lights coming out of their basement windows. Naturally, this arouses the suspicions of the
nosey Hanks.
The entire movie is based on the antics
of these curious people and how they get
to the bottom of this seeming mystery.

After poodle owner Walter (Gale Gordon)
disappears, the amateur sleuths come to
some conclusions that even Columbo
would envy.
The new neighbors have killed poor
Walter and buried him in the basement!
Shades of a bad Hitchcock film, this one
winds down predictably. The "mystery" is
then wrapped up nice and neat.
From the previews, 'Burbs looks like
yuppie misadventure in Suburbia. What
unveils, though, is a mishmash of plot.
What are the neighbors doing in the
house? What are the glowing lights emanating from the basement?
Director Joe Dante has done some solid
work in the past. His last few films have
been the wickedly funny Gremlins and the
sci-fi comedy Innerspace. He doesn't inject the same life into this film that can be
found in his other efforts.
No attempts at real narrative or funny
comedy is apparent in this mess. The only
bits of humor is slapstick — Bruce Derrt
(who plays Mark Rumsfield) falling off of a
roof and newcomer Rick Ducommon (Art
Weingartner) tripping off a ladder. Not

exactly side-splitting entertainment.
Hanks, whose performance in Big was
one of last year's best, merely walks
through this one, adding no life to his
character.
There is nothing good to say about this
film, it is lost in a morasse of mediocrity.
The characters become annoying as they
clamor around Suburbia, especially Corey
Feldman (Ricky Butler) playing his usual
obnoxious teenager role.
An interesting premise — life in the suburbs, suffocates from a lack of fresh air.
Too bad this flick can't be banished to life
in the 'burbs, permanently.
I guess I should leam by now to stay
away from 1989's comedies. These feeble
attempts at humor just aren't funny.
In this case, the example is Touchstone
Pictures' Three Fugitives. a bland remake
of a bland French film. An uninspired Nick
Nolte walks through an uninspired film
with Martin Short, the only remedy for
laughter. The best scene is Short walking
into a light pole (twice, in case you miss it
the first time) but that's in the previews on
the tube. So don't waste your time with

Tom Hanks, Rick Ducommun, and Bruce
Darn star In "Tha 'Burbs".
this unfunny, cutesy film.
For a good Martin Short flick, check out
the underrated Innerspace on video and
for Nolte fans. Down and Out in Beverly
Hills. But put The Three Fugitives in solitary confinement.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
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Today is Friday...
The Friday Column

by Jim Cummer

MONDAY I'VE GOT FRIDAY ON MY

MINI)... The Ayatollah Khomeini has still
refused to lift a death decree against Salman Rushdie despite the author's weanielike apology to Moslems for his novel.
"The Satanic Verses.'' Perhaps the funniest part of this incident is that an Iranian
charity agency last Wednesday offered to
pay nearly $3 million to any Iranian citizen
honoring the Ayatullah's wish. "The Moslem nations throughout the world hear the
responsibility of executing Rushdie in response to Khomeni's verdict," said Sheik
Ali Al Aaffi, a ranking clergyman of the
Shiile group.

It's a good thing Rushdie isn't a groundhog. Winter would probably be with us well
into the next century. Instead of apologizing and groveling. Rushdie needs to take
matters into his own hands with some
good old American know-how. I think he
should Rambo his way into Iran, Michael
Jackson his bad self into the Imam's house,
Chuck Norris the hell out of the Ayatollah's face, Charles Bronson his way out the
door, and Tammy Baker his way back
home.
It certainly would he understandable if
his hoi i ness offered $3 million to off some
Old Milwaukee-crazedHigher-Education-Administration majors
for doing donuts on his front lawn or for
taking a baseball bat to his mailbox. But
for writing a book? Six million smacks for
dusting some nobody writer is incredible.
However. I'd definitely take the cash if.
Khomeini wanted Craig Hergert iced. Oh
well, good old hard cash is the American
way. Apparently the Ayatollah understands
that. Sometimes the word of a holy man
just isn't enough.
FRIDAY FACTS OF LIFE ... Geraldo
Rivera's real name is Jerry Rivers.
THE FRIDAY JOKE OF THE WEEK...
The only column that prints actual jokes

from actual readers. This weeks contribution comes from Miss Patti M., of N. Enterprize St., here in Bowling Green, who
writes: "What is the difference between a
slut and a bitch? A slut will sleep with
everyone; a bitch will sleep with everyone
but you."
THE FRIDAY BELIEVE IT OR NOT
NEWS ITEM OF THE WEEK... This
week's item comes from the Feb. 20, Bowling Green Sentinel Tribune: A Waterbury,
Connecticut Roman Catholic church
staged a symbolic "condom roast" Sunday
to protest what its pastor called the "condom-nation" of the United States. Rev.
Joseph I.ooney, in his attempt to get America to bum rubber, stated that "Catholics
are allergic to condoms. I wouldn't come
near one with a 10-foot pole."
THE FRIDAY SYNONYMS OF THE
WEEK ... This week we list the 10 best
synonyms for Indian-bom British writer
Salman Rushdie:
shaky, alarmed, nervous, uneasy, tense,
jittery, apprehensive, tremulous, bummed out.
THE FRIDAY SEVEN-SENTENCE
NOVEL ... This weeks title: THE
EXCHANGE CAN PLAY HERE.
Dan Rather was drooling inside my TV
with the news about the former Klan

leader being elected state representive
from Louisiana. Rolling off the couch and
onto the floor, I grabbed for the remote,
sensing it was time to switch to The Jeffersons. Perhaps it was the slow, sonic whine
from the remote that startled me out of my
TV coma. The remote began to pulsate
like police lights, almost blinding me, and
the noise was, well, it was like sticking your
head inside a Concorde engine. From nowhere two men appeared, covered up to
their ears in trench coats, wearing Bogart
hats; standing over me, oblivious to the
noise and lights, they started shouting.
"What's the frequency, Kenneth? For the
last goddamn time, What's the frequency?"
Fortunately, my name was Mike.
FRIDAY WITH ELVIS ... The only column that a.) tells you what Elvis was doing
on a given Friday and b.) that dares the
Ayatollah to tell me I can't write about the
Real KING. On Friday. Sept. 14,1962,
Elvis was in Seattle filming "It Happened
At The World's Fair." Sy Devore, wardrobe man for the picture, said in an interview that OUR KING'S toggery for this
particular film cost $9,300. There were 10
suits. 30 shirts, four sportcoats. two cashmere coats, 15 pairs of slacks and 55 ties.
There was no money budgeted for Elvis'
underwear, Devore noted, because "Elvis
doesn't wear any."
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Jazz guitar you can't Pass up SSKiES
Joe Pass, one of the greatest jazz
guitarists of all time, will perform at 8
p.m. Monday (Feb. 27) in Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
General admission tickets for his
concert are $8 each. A $2 discount is
available to those with a valid BGSU ID.
Tickets can be purchased at the
Moore Musical Arts Center Box office
between noon and 6 p.m. weekdays.
Known for an ability to delight audiences with his style and eclecticism.
Pass achieves a power and fluency
which in the past was associated with
wind or percussion instruments.
Pass has collaborated with a number
of jazz greats, including Ella Fitzgerald,
Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson. Dizzy Gillespie. Zoot Sims and Buddy DeFranco. A four-time Grammy Award
nominee, he won the 1974 Grammy
for Best Performance by a Group for
the album "The Trio," with Oscar
Peterson and Niels Pederson.

UAO Presents:
Violent Femmes
The Violent Femmes, a folkinfluenced, gospel-based, post-punk
rock group, is coming to the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom on April 3 as a UAO-sponsored spring concert.
Tickets for the concert will be on
sale beginning at 8 a.m. Wednesday
(March 9) in the Student Services
Forum. Admission will be $6 for students and $8 for others.
The three-member group hails from
Milwaukee and have produced such
albums as "Violent Femmes," "Hallowed Ground," "The Blind Leading
the Naked," and most recently,
"Three." The group members are Gordon Gano, guitarist and lead vocals,
Brian Ritchie, bass, and Victor De Lorenzo, percussion.

Jack White

1) with the finals at 9 am for the men
and noon for the women on Thursday
(March 2). Prizes will be awarded to
the winners
The winner of the men's division will
play against White at 11 a.m. Friday
(March 3) and the game will be followed by White's trick shot exhibition
at noon.

the third floor of the Union.
The deadline for returning the applications is 5 p.m. Thursday (March 6) in
the UAO office. Interview sign-ups will
be made for the weekend of March
10-12 at the time of application.

Poster Sale
The University Activities Organization is sponsoring a rock poster sale
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily beginning
Wednesday (March 1) and concluding
Friday (March 3) in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the Union.
The posters are primarily of rock
bands that have toured Europe

Directorships
Now is the time to get involved with
the University Activities Organization.
Applications for directorship positions
for the 1989-90 academic year are
now available from the UAO office on

The University comes alive with Latino culture as the annual Hispanic
Awareness Week gets under way
March 6-11. Four major public
events highlight the week's activities.
Beginning at 7 p.m. Tuesday
(March 7) will be a symposium on Latin America in 204 Moseley Participants will discuss current sociopolitical movements in Hispanic America. Manny Vadillo. director of minority student services at the University,
will facilitate.
Relations between Nicaragua and
the US will be the topic of two nights
of events. At 3 p.m. Wednesday
(March 8) Dr Jerome Stephens, department of political science, will present "Nicaragua and the U.S. - The
New Hispanics" in the main lounge of
Prout Hall At 7 p.m. the next night,
Thursday (March 9), Dr. Thomas
Walker, department of political science at Ohio University, will speak on
"Nicaragua and the U.S. - The Reagan Years" in 305 Moseley.
Latin American folkloric dances,
songs and poetry will be presented at
5 p.m. Friday (March 10) in the
Amani as the conclusion of the
week's events.
Hispanic Awareness Week events
are free and open to all

Job possibilities exist
at Summer Job Fair
A summer job doesn't have to be just
a job, college credit can be earned by
participating in an intership, co-op,
practicum or independant study. Such
opportunities exist and can be obtained by attending the 1989 Summer
Job Fair.
The Job Fair will be held from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday (Feb. 28) in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
Union

Lamb Peace Lecture: Education is the key
University students may soon be able to discuss nuclear
arms issues directly with Soviet students.. via satelite.
Dr. Martin Sherwin, department of history at Tufts University and the American counterpart of the "space-bridge"
course currently being taught via satelite between his students and a class at Moscow M.V. Lomonosov State University, will present the 1989 Edward Lamb Peace Lecture
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday (March 8) in 1007 Business Administration Annex. His topic is "The Gorbachev Difference:
The Nuclear Arms Race and Educational Perestroika."
Sherwin, as director of the Global Classroom Project,
teaches a class at Tufts in which, by means of satelite hookups and simultaneous translation, the American and Soviet
classrooms become one large discussion group.
Sherwin's colleague in the U.S.S.R. is Yevgeny P. Velikov, a vice-president of the Soviet Academy if Sciences and
key advisor on nuclear issues to Soviet General Secretary

Jack White, the internationally
famous pocket billiards and trick shot
artist, returns to the University to hold
his annual billiards tournament the
week of February 27 - March 3.
In addition to the tournament, several
free clinics and exhibitions will be held
All events will take place in the Buckeye Room of the Union.
At 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. on Monday
and Tuesday (Feb. 27 and 28) billiard
clinics will be offered and the tournament begins at 2 p.m. after the tourney
positions are determined The tournameoJcprjJjnye.sQn W/Ktaesdax.(March, A^Wtfil.pQffc&rtlfly, , „
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The course deals with such topics as the nuclear arms
race, the Cuban missile crisis and worldwide ecological issues
Sherwin. who is also director of the Nuclear Age History
and Humanities Center at Tufts, has specialized in the diplomacy, politics and culture of the nuclear age as well as
the history of the United States foreign policy and, in particular, the Cold War
His book. "A World Destroyed: The Atomic Bomb and the
Grand Alliance," received book prizes from the National Historical Society, the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations and was runner-up for the Pulitzer Prize.
The Edward Lamb Peace Lecture began as a regular
campus event in 1986. The purpose has been to bring an
internationally recognized analyst of sources of international
tensions and viable roads to peaceto the University each

Monday
February 27
9 a.m. - Applications Available
For Itie newly-formed The Prevention Center:
For AJchol and Other Drug Abuse Applications
will be available until March 3 Open to freshmen, sohpomores. and juniors 310 Student
Services
10 a.m., 1 p.m. - Billiard* Tournament
Jack White will offer clinics Free and open to all
Buckeye Room, Union.
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours
Snacks and refreshments Free and open to all
Sponsored by WSA 411 South Hall
3:30 p.m. - Economics Colloquium Series
Tom O'Brien of the department of mathematics
and statistics will discuss "Poltcy Functions for
Capital Accurnuamon Paths." Free and open to
all 4000 Business Administration Annex.
4 p.m. - In tram ura Is
Entries due for women's and co-ed 2-ball indoor
soccer 108 Student Recreation Center
5-5:50 p.m. - Baptist Student Ministries
FeBowship and Bible study Open to all. Prout
Chapel
7:30 p.m.-IPCOCIuh
Meeting. Open to communication majors. 105
South Hall
■
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Religion Mint-Course
"Introduction to Justice Issues" will be discussed Free and open to all St Thomas More. 425
Thurstin
8 p.m. - Jazz Concert
Guitarist Joe Pass will perform Tickets are $4
for students. $8 for others and can be purchased at the Moore Musical Arts Center box office between noon-6 p m weekdays Kobacker
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center
8 p.m. - Kung-Fu
Open to all Sponsored by the Chinese Martial
Arts Association. 118 Eppler Complex.
10 p.m. - Prayer Group
Free and open to all St. Thomas More. 425
Thurstin

7 p.m. - Leadership Development Workshop
Maureen Owen of Residential Services will discuss "Team Building." Open to all. Register by
calling 372-2843 150A Jerome Library

7 p.m. - Black History Month
Juan Williams will present "Eyes on the Prize."
Open to all. Sponsored by Black Student Union.
Northeast Commons

7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting
Active Christians Today Alumni Room. Union

7:30 p.m. - Lecture
Gil White will discuss "Europe on 84 cents a
day " Free and open to all Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union.

7-8:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Open to all. Conference Room. St. Thomas
More. 425 Thurstin.
7:30 p.m. - Current Events Lecture
Dr. Tsuneo Akaha of the department of political
science will discuss "The Future of U.S. and
Japanese Relations towards the 21 st Century "
Free and open to all. Sponsored by International
Relations Organization 110 Business Administration
7:30 p.m. - American Marketing Association
Formal meeting Open to members. 115 Education.
7:30 p.m. - Future Food Professionals
Tour of the Real Seafood Company. Open to
members Meet in the Home Economics Building.
8 p.m. - Dance Performance
The Alvin Alley Repertory Ensemble will appear
Tickets are $4, $8.$12 for students and $7.
$11. $15 for others at the Moore Musical Arts
Center box office. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
"I Paint the Sky. Rainbows, Sunsets and More."
A S1 donation is suggested. Planetarium. Life
Sciences.

7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha Pel/Accounting Club
Ken Majcin. psychologist from Ernst and Whinney, will discuss the transition from student to
professional Me Open to members Community
Suite, Union.
7:30 p.m. - American Society of Interior Designers
Meeting Open to members. 12 Home Economics
7:30 p.m. - Resident Student Association
General assembly meeting Open to all 114 Education

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
"The Abdication " Tickets are $2 andean be
purchased at the door 121 West Hall
8 p.m.- Faculty Artist Series
Soprano Ann Corngan and pianist Vincent Corrigan will perform Free and open to all. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center
8 p.m. - Basketball
Men's team at Eastern Michigan University (Ypsllanti).

4 p.m. -Intramurals
Entries due for women's and co-ed volleyball
108 Student Recreation Center.
4:304:30 p.m. - Methods Seminar
Students who applied for summer or fall Methods are expected to attend 115 Education

5-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to all Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Stu.dent Recreation Center, across from pro shop
6-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to all Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Jerome Library, outside snack bar.

Friday
March 3
10 a.m.-4 p.m. - Rock Poster Sale
See 10 am Wednesday. March 1 listing
Noon - Swimming
Men's team at MAC Championships (Ypsilanti,
Ml|
11 a.m. - Billiards Tournament
Jack White will play the men's tournament
champion. The game will be followed by a trick
shot exhibition at noon. Free and open to all.
Buckeye Room. Union.

9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fellowship
Center. 313 Thurstin

Noon-Track
Men's team at Unrversity of Michigan (Ann Arbor)

9 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization
Dr Dympna Meeser, chair of women's studies,
will present "Women and Men are Equal Allies in
the Sturggle for a Just Society." Free and open
to all United Christian Fellowship, 313Thursttn.

9 p.m. - Public Relations Organization (BO
PRO)
Officer elections and Macintosh workshop
Open to makvs. 316 Wesl Hall

3 p.m.-Tennis
Men's team vs. Youngstown State University.
Findlay Racquet Club. 1400 Manor Hill

9:15 p.m. - Panhellenic Council
Meeting Community Suite. Union.

Thursday

Wednesday

10 a.m., 1 p.m. - Billiards Tournament
Jack White will offer clinics. At 2 p.m. the tournament w* begin. Free and open to all. Buckeye
Room, Union

2:30-4 p.m. - French Conversation
Coffee and tea will be served. Open to all The
French House. Soronty Row

9 p.m. - UAO Campus Movie
"Cool Hand Luke." Free and open to all. Gish
Film Theater, Hanna.

8:30-0:30 p.m. - Christian Science Organization
Meeting Open to all. Canal Room. Union

March 1

11 a.m.-4 p.m. - Summer Job Fair "89
More than 90 businesses will be looking for potential summer employees. Free and open to all.
Sponsored by Financial Aid and Student Employment Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
SeeS p.m. Wednesday, March 1 listing

Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
$1 donation requested United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin

10 a.m.-Noon - Program Advising
For students in the hearing impaired program.
355 Education

11 a.m. - Meet the Administrators
Duane Whrtmire, Registrar, will take questions
from students. Free and open to all. Main
Lounge, Off-Campus Student Center, Moseley.

B p.m. - Christianity and Sexuality
Open to all Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship 313 Thurstin.

8 p.m. - Kung-Fu
Open to all Sponsored by the Chinese Martial
Arts Association Ballet Room. Eppler Complex

February 28

11 a m-1 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to aH Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing Student Recreation Center, across from pro shop,
and Second fkxx lounge. Union.

7:30 p.m. - Panel for Racial Justice
Free and open to all Sponsored by the City Human Relations Commission City Council Chambers, 304 N Church

8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Meeting Open to all 21 7 W Washington

March 2

Tuesday

7:30 p.m.-College Life
Meeting. Open to all Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ Towne Room, Union.

10 a.m.-4 p.m. - Rock Potter Sale
Sponsored by UAO Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Union
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to all. Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School ot Nursing Second floor lounge, Union.
Noon-1 p.m. - Affirmative Action Forum
Members ol the (acuity senate will discuss
"Diversifying the Faculty: the Absence of Minorities and Women." Free and open to all. State
Room. Union.
5:30 p.m.-Basketball
Women's team at Eastern Michigan University
(Ypsilantl)
0-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to all Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Jerome Library, outside snack bar.
7 p.m. - Charismatic Prayer
Agape Church of Prayer Uniter>Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin
7 p.m. - Womens Work Forum
"Balancing Personal and Professional Life," a
panel discussion with Ms. Ruth Olscamp, assistant professor of communication disorders. Or.
Ekxse Clark, vice president of academic affairs,
Or Pat Cleveland of the athletic department, and
Ms Susan Darrow, associate director of the
Honors Program. Free and open to all Honors
Center, below Kreischer Cafeteria
7 p.m. - Church Service
New Horizon Pentecostal Church ol God 620
SecgnASt

0 a.m. - Billiards Tournament
Men's finals Women's finals are at noon Open
toall Buckeye Room. Union
10 a.m.-4 p.m. - Rock Poster Sale
See 10 a.m. Wednesday. March 1 listing.
11 a.m.-l p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to all. Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Second floor lounge. Union.
Noon - Swimming
Men's team at MAC Championships (Ypsilantl.
Ml)
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours
See 2:30 p.m. Monday, Feb 27 listing.
4 p.m.-Track
Women's team at Eastern Michigan University
(Ypsilanti)
5-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to all. Sponsored by Student
Health Service and the School of Nursing. Student Recreation Center, across from pro shop
0-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure Screening
Free and open to all Sponsored by Student
Health Servce and the School of Nursing. Jerome Library, outside snack bar
6:30 p.m. - Leadership Development Work*
shop
Kathy Cleveland Bull of North Carolina State Urn
versify will discuss "Resolving Conflict: A
Leadership Essential " Open to all Register by
calling 372-2843. 150A Jerome Library.
7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's team at MAC Championships (Ypsilanti,
Ml).
7 p.m. - History Society
Meeting Open to all 203 Hayes.
7 p.m. - Bible Discussion
Open to all Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies
Commuter Center, Moseley, and classrooms,
second floor, Bromfield, Harshrnen Quadrangle

5:30-7:30 p.m. - Graduate International Students
Meeting. Open to all graduate students Alumni
Room. Union
7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's team at MAC Championships (Ypsilanti,
Ml)
7-0 p.m. - Art Reception
"Design 17: Undergraduate Design Students'
Exhibition." Free and open to all. Gallery. Fine
Arts
7-0 p.m. - Art Reception
"The BFA Exhibition: Graduating Studio Majors."
Free and open to all. Gallery, McFall Center.
8 p.m. - Concert
Composer and multi-media artist Kenneth Jacobs win perform Free and open to all Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
8 p.m. - Fun Night
Trie Daring Game and the Newtywed Game will
be played as part of "B'Dazzle" Free and open
to all Falcon's Nest, Union
8 p.m. - Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. March 1 listing.
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 28 listing.
8-10 p.m. - French Film
With subtitles. Free and open to all. The French
House. Sorority Row.
8,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus Film
"Big "Admission is $1 50 with ID 210Math
Science.

Saturday
March 4
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Recreation Program
Open to all. Group 1 will meet at the Cooper
Pool, Student Recreation Center, and group 2
will meet at the Ice Arena.
Noon - Swimming
Men's team at MAC Championships (Ypsilantl.
Ml).
Noon-Basketball
Women's team vs. University of Toledo Anderson Arena,

Noon - Trick
Men's team at University ot Michigan (Ann Arbor)

4 p.m. - Lesbian Support Group
Open to all United Christian Fellowship, 313
Thurstin

2 p.m. - Gymnastics
BGSU at Central Michigan University (Mt Pleasant)

8 p.m. - Church Service
Pentecostal Young People's Association 620
Second St

2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
Student tour guides will be on duty to answer
questions about the authentically furnished oneroom school house. Free and open to all Little
Red School House, north o( Kohl Hall
2:30 p.m. -Basketball
Men's team vs University o( Toledo Anderson
Arena
4 p.m. - Church Service
St Thomas More, 425 Thurstin
4 p.m. - Tennis
Men's team vs University ol Akron Findlay Raquet Club, 1400 Manor Hill
5:45 p.m. - Honors Student Association
Tnp to "Ragtime Ricks " Sign up in the Honors
Office Cost is $1 for members, $2 for nonmembers. Depart from Union Oval.
7 p.m. - Swimming
Men's team at MAC Championships (Ypsilanti.
Mt).

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
See 8 p.m Wednesday, March 1 listing
1,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus Film
"Big "Admission is $1 50 with ID 210Math
Science

7 p.m. - Church Service
Sheldon Wade Mencer will sing. New Horizon
Pentacostal Church of God, 620 Second St
7 p.m. - Church Service
Active Christians Today, 612 E. Wooster
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8pm Tuesday. Feb 28 listing
8 p.m. - Bryan Chamber Series
Faculty members wiN perform jazz Free and
open to all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

Monday
March 6
8 i.m.-5 p.m. - Art Show
"Design 17: Undergraduate Design Students'
Exhibition." Free and open to all Gallery, Fine
Arts
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Show
"The BFA Exhibition: Gradueting Studio Majors."
Free and open to all Gallery. McFall Center
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours
See 2.30 p.m. Monday, Feb. 27 listing.

• p.m.-2 a.m. - Dry Dock
T. V and movie theme night. Non-alcoholic
nightspot No cover charge. Basement, Harshman Quadrangle

5-5:50 p.m. - Baptist Student Ministries
Fellowship and Bible Study Open to all Prout
Chapel

Sunday

7:30 p.m. - IPCO Club
Meeting. Open to communication majors. 105
South Hall

March 5
8,10 a.m. - Church Services
St John's Episcopal Church, 1509 E. Wooster
8,10 a.m., Noon - Church Services
St Aloysius Church. 1 50 S. Enterprise
8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
Sunday School at 9 45 a.m. St. Mark's Lutheran
Church. 315 S College
9 a.m. - Church Service
Sunday School at 10.15 a.m. Peace Lutheran
Church, 1028 West Pearl
9, 11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church. 1508 E Wooster

7:30-9:30 p.m. - Religion Mini-Course
"Faith Development" will be discussed. Free
and open to all St Thomas More, 425 Thurstin
8 p.m. - Fashion Merchandising Association
Sprtng fashion show Open to all Lenhart Grand
Ballroom, Union.
8 p.m. - Recital
Soprano Leda Asha Yager will perform Free and
open to all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m. - Kung-Fu
Open to at. Sponsored by the Chinese Martial
Arts Association 118 Eppler Complex.
10 p.m. - Prayer Group
Open to ad. St Thomas More, 425 Thurstin

9:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise
9:30 a.m., 8 p.m. - Church Services
First Baptist Church. 749 S Wintergarden
10 a.m. - Church Service
University Christian Church, 1040 Choral
Rehearsal Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. Church.
10.11.30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
St Thomas More Parish. 425 Thursbh.
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
Deyspring Assembly of God. 17360 N Dixie
Highway.

Tuesday
March 7

7:30 p.m. - Soviet Film
"Solaris." Free and open to all Sponsored by
the Russian Club Classroom 70. MacDonald
Quadrangle
8 p.m. - Concert
The New Music Ensemble will perform Free and
open to all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8 p.m. Tuesday. Feb 28 listing
i

8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Meeting Open to all 217 W Washington
8:30-9:30 p.m. - Christian Science Organlution
Meeting Open to all Canal Room, Union

Wednesday
March 8
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Shows
See 8 a.m Monday. March 6 listings
10 a.m.-Noon - Program Advising
For students in the hearing impaired program.
355 Education
11 a.m.-1 p.m., 6-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure
Screenings
See Wednesday. March 1 listings.
Noon - Green Sheet Deadline
Deadline for submission of materials for the
March 10 issue. Issue will cover March 13 ■ April
2. This wiN be a three-week issue due to Spring
Break 806 Administration
3 pjn. - Hispanic Awareness Week
Dr. Jerome Stephens of the political science department will discuss "Nicaragua and the U S
p The New Hispanlcs." Free and open to all
Main lounge, Prout Hall
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar
Dr. James B McGraw of West Virginia University
will discuss "Experimental Studies ol Adaptation
to Variable Environments in Tundra Plant Species. "Free and open to alt 112 Life Sciences.
8 p.m. - French Party
All you can eat crepes Admission is S2 Open to
all The French House, Sorority Row

11 a.m.-1 p.m., 5-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure
Screening
See Tuesday, Feb 28 listings

7 p.m. - Church Service
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God 620
Second St,

11 a.m. - Meet the Administrators
Bill Bess, director ol Public Safety, will take
questions from students. Free and open to all.
Main lounge. Off-Campus Student Center.
Moseley

7:30 p.m. - Peace Lecture
Dr Martin J Sherwin of Tufts University will discuss "The Gorbachev Difference: the Nuclear
Arms Race and Educational Perestroika." Free
and open to all 1007 Business Administration
Annex

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Trtnlty United Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit.

2:30-4 p.m. - French Conversation
Coffee and tea will be served Open to all. The
French House. Sorority Row.

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church. 875 Haskins

3:30 p.m. - Poetry Reading
Bill Tremblay will read Free and open to an Feculty Lounge, Union

2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center
See 2 p m Saturday, March 4 listing

7:30 p.m. - Honors Student Association
"Back to the "60s Coffeehouse." Free and open
to all Honors Center, below Kreischer Cafeteria

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Shows
See 8am Monday. March 6 listings

Noon-1:15 p.m. - Meet the President
Open forum with President Paul Olscamp Chart
Room, McFall Center

11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
Sunday School at 10 a.m. New Horizon Pentecostal Church ot God. 620 Second St.

7-8:30 p.m. - Bible Study
Open to all Conference Room. St Thomas
More. 425 Thurstin

7 p.m. - Leadership Development Workshop
Maureen Owen of Residential Services will discuss "Team Building " Open to all Register by
calling 372-2843. 150A Jerome Library

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Bible study at 9:30 a.m. Agape Church of
Prayer United Christian Fellowship. 313Thurstin.

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
Sunday School at 9:30 am Deliverance Tabernacle Church of God. 17202 N Mercer

7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting
Active Christians Today Alumni Room. Union

4 p.m. - Intramurals
Entries due for women's singles and doubles raquerball 108 Student Recreation Center
7 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Week
Manny Vadillo will moderate a panel discussion
about current sociopolitical movements in His
panic America. Free and open to all 204
Moseley.

7:30 p.m. - Environmental Lecture
Philip Mickiin of Western Michigan University will *
discuss "Environmental Hazards ot Water Diversions: US. Soviet, and Canadian Experiences " Free and open to all Planetarium, Physical Sciences.
7:30 p.m. - Resident Student Association
General assembly meeting Open to all 114 Education
8 p.m. - Faculty Artist Series
Trumpet player Edwin Bens and Trombonist Paul
Hunt wiM perform. Free and open to all Bryan
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center
6 p.m. - Fashion Merchandising Association
Meeting Open to members Assembly Room
McFaHCenlar.

8 p.m. - Theatre Production
"Shorts Festival "89: A Bill of One Acts " Tickets
are $3 each and are available by calling
372-2719 Joe E Brown Theatre. Hanna
8 p.m. - Kung-Fu
Open to all Sponsored by the Chinese Martial
Arts Association Ballet Room, Eppler Complex
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fellowship
Center. 313 Thurstin

Thursday

March 9

9 e.m.-5 p.m. - Art Shows
See 8am Monday. March 6 listings
11 a.m.-l p.m., 5-7 p.m. - Blood Pressure
Screenings
See Thursday, March 2 listings
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours
See 2:30 p.m. Monday. Feb 27 listing
5 p.m. - Application Deadline
For UAO directorships UAO Office, Union
7 p.m. - Gymnastics
BGSU vs University of Pittsburgh 118 Eppler
Complex.
7 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Week
Or Thomas Walker of Ohio University will discuss "Nicaragua and the U S The Reagan
Years " Free and open to all 305 Moseley
7:30 p.m. - Latino Student Union
Meeting Open to all Lobby, second floor, Student Services
7:30 p.m. - College Life
Meeting Open to all Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ Towne Room. Union
8 p.m. - Black History
The Muntu Dance Troupe will perform Open to
all Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union.
8 p.m. - Theatre Production
See 8pm Wednesday. March 8 listing
9 p.m. - UAO Campus Movie
"The Phantom ol the Opera " Free and open to
all Gish Film Theater, Hanna

Friday
March lO
8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Shows
See 8 a.m. Monday. March 6 listings
10 a.m. - Board of Trustees
Meeting Open to all Assembly Room, McFall
Center
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon
$1 donation requested United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstin
1 p.m. - Baseball
BGSU at University of Dayton
3-10 p.m. - Black Awareness '89
"The Affirmation of African Cultural Hentage:
Myths and Realities" conference will be held
Registration is from 5-7 p.m. and a book fair is
from 7-8 30 p.m Open to all Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. Union.
5 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Week
Folklore, dances, songs and poetry reading
Free and open to all Amam Commons.
8 p.m. - Theatre Production
SeeSpm Wednesday. March8 listing
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See 8 p.m. Tuesday. Feb 28 listing
8-10 p.m. - French Film
With subtitles. Free and open to all The French
House, Sorority Row.
8,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus Movie
"Imagine - John Lennon " Admission is $1 50
with ID 210 Math Science
9 p.m.-2 a.m. - Dry Dock
Non-aicoholic nightspot No cover charge
Basement. Harshman Quadrangle
(continued on back page)

Saturday

Alley Reperatory
leaps into action

March 11
9-9:45 a.m. - Black Awaranaaa '89
Dr Ivan Van Sertima author, anthropologist and
linguist will speak Students are admitted tree.
others must pay $25 to attend the conference
Third lloor. Union

One of America's most exciting
young dance companies, The Alvin
Ailey Dance Repertory, will appear as
part of the Festival Series at 8 p.m.
Tuesday (Feb. 28) in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets for the performance are $4,
$8 and $12 for students; $7,$11 and
$15 for others. Tickets may be purchased at the Moore Musical Arts
Center box office between noon and 6
p.m.

9:45-10:30 a.m. - Black Awareneia '89
Dr Melvin Drimmer of Cleveland State University
will speak Students are admitted free, others
must pay $2 5 to attend the conference Third
floor. Union
11-11 45 a.m. - Black Awaranass '89
Dr John Clarke of Hunter College will speak
Students are admitted free, others must pay $25
to attend the conference Third floor. Union
1 30 p.m. - Black Awareness '89
A panel discussion will be held Students are
admitted free; others must pay $25 to attend the
conference Third floor Union

Under the artistic direction of Sylvia
Waters, the ensemble is a forum of the
works of emerging choreographers.
The company has won acclaim for its
performances of works by Donald
Byrd. Blondell Cummings. George Gaison. Judith Jamison, Keith Lee, Bebe
Miller, Warren Spears and Kevin
Wynn.
Members of the company, all talented dancers who have completed
the Merit Scholarship Program at the
American Dance Center, strengthen
their skills while gaining valuable performance and teaching experiences.
Over the past 14 years, more than 30
ensemble dancers have been invited
to join the parent Ailey Company.

8 p.m. - Black Awaranaaa '89
Dr Barbara Suemore of the University of Pittsburgh will speak Students are admitted free,
others must pay $25 to attend the conference
Third floor. Union.
8 p.m. - Thaatre Production
See 8pm Wednesday. March8listing
8,10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Campus Movie
"Imagine • John Lennon ," Admission is $ 1 50
with ID 210 Math Science
9 p.m.-2 a.m. - Dry Dock
Nonalcoholic nightspot No cover charge
Basement. Harshman Quadrangle

Sunday
March 12

Winner of numerous honors for its
public performances and outreach
programs, the company opened the
17th annual Festival of Fort de France
and the 1988 Jacob's Pillow Dance
Festival last season.

2 p.m. - Theatre Production
SeeSp.m Wednesday. March8listing
4 p.m. - Lesbian Support Group
Open to all United Christian Fellowship. 313
Thurstin
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show
See8pm Tuesday. Feb. 28listing
6 p.m.-Concert
Canadian singer songwriter Ferron will perform
Tickets are $5$8 and are available at the door
Sponsored by Women for Women Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. Union

Prevention Center
seeking student help
The University's newest office, The
Prevention Center: For Alcohol and
Other Drug Abuse, has 12 jobs available for students in a variety of majors.
Applications will be available for
these paid positions for the 1989-90
academic year between Monday (Feb.
28) and Friday (March 3) in 310 Student Services.
The Center is looking for a variety of
talented students with skills in leadership, human relations, mass media,
theatre, graphic arts and writing to be a
part of a multi-disciplinary team of peer
leaders.
Grean She«t is published by the
Bowling Green State University Office of Public Relations for students,
faculty and staff.
The next issue will be published on
Friday, March 10, and will cover
events occurring March 13 to April 2
The deadline for submitting material
for that issue is noon Wednesday,
March 8.
All event* must be submitted in
writing to the Green Sh««t editor,
806 Administration Building. There is
no charge to have items listed.

Conference affirms heritage
Black History Month events continue
The University's observance of "In
Celebration of Black History '89"
continues into March with a conference on African culture, a performance of African and Afro-American
dance and a presentation on the Civil
Rights Movement by a renowned political reporter and author.
"We do not feel the celebration of
black history should be for just one
month, but it should be recognized all
year," Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice
president for student affairs, said of
the March events
The conference, "The Affirmation
of African Cultural Heritage: Myths
and Realities" is a two-day event beginning on Friday (March 10) with an
exhibition from 3-10 p.m., registration from 5-7 p.m. and a reception
and book fair from 7-8:30 p.m.
These and all conference events will
be held in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
of the Union.
Persons interested in attending the
conference may register in advance
through the Office of Minority Affairs.
Registration will also be held from 5-7
p.m. Friday (March 10) in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom and immediately before the conference from 8-10 a. m.
Saturday (March 11) in the Capitol
Suite of the Union.
Students may attend the conference free and the banquet for $ 10

—

with a valid BGSU ID. For others, the
fee for attending both the conference
and banquet is $35, or $25 for the
conference only and $ 15 for the
banquet only.
Four prominent speakers will participate in the main conference event
Saturday (March 11), examining Africa's contributions to the world, particularly in Europe and America, and
myths about African history.
Dr. Ivan Van Sertima, an author, anthropologist and linguist born in
Guyana, South America, will speak
from 9-9:45 a.m.
Dr. Melvin Drimmer, who has
trained more than 2,000 African and
American teachers in Black and African History, will speak from
9:45-10:30 a.m.
Dr. John Clarke, who will speak
from 11-11:45 a.m., is recognized
as an international authority on African and Afro-American history and
culture
After Clarke's talk, there will be a
break until 1:30 p.m., when participants will reconvene on the third floor
of the Union for a panel discussion.
A "Happy Hour" is scheduled from
5:30-6:30 p.m., giving participants a
chance to mingle, and will be followed by a banquet from 6:30-8 p.m.
Dr. Barbara Sizemore, associate
professor of Black Studies at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, will speak following the banquet.
In another campus event, Juan Williams, a "Washington Post" political
reporter and commentator for PBS'
"MacNeil-Lehrer Report," will present "Eyes On The Prize." Williams
authored a book by the same name
detailing the history of the Civil Rights
movement, and will use video clips
from the television series created as
a result of the book in his presentation, which is said to be moving and
powerful.
The event, which is free of charge,
will be at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
(March 1) in 1007 Business Administration Annex.
The "Muntu Dance Theatre," a
Chicago-based professional dance
company, will perform interpretations
of contemporary and ancient African
and Afro-American dance at 8 p.m.
Thursday (March 9) in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, Union.
The dance company teaches as
well as entertains. Each dance's cultural and historical significance, and
the society from which it originated,
is carefully researched. Traditional
African dances have specific purposes, such as the celebration of
nature, birth, marriage and death.
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Tie-dyes wax nostalgic for the '60s
by John Kohlstrano
Tie-dyed T-shirts, a fashion standard for
rock 'n' roll in the '60s, have made a
comeback recently.
The shirts are commonly found in the
music stores in Bowling Green and they
are sometimes sold on campus.
"Over the summer we sold a tremendous
amount, but the market for them is really
trendy," said Nancy Monk, an employee at
Finders Records and Tapes, 128 N. Main
St.
Monk said that the renewed popularity
of tie-dyes represents a nostalgia for the
'60s by newer generations. Finders' owner
Creg rlalamay said this resurgence parallels today's musical trends.
"There is a resurgence of classic rock.
'60s music, and music like that of the
'60s," he said.
Madhatter Music, 143 E. WoosterSt.,
specializes in hard-to-find items including
those of classic rockers such as Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd. Owner Ed Cratty said
the tie-dyed shirts are links to the popularity of classic rock and roll.
"A lot of people seem to be into the
whole idea of the old stuff," Cratty said.
"The best stuff is the old stuff."
University students Brian Fragassi and
Brad McAdams are currently selling tiedyed shirts out of their room on the second floor of Treadway Hall.
Sales have been slow so far for the pair,
but Fragassi said he expects sales to pick
up during the spring.
Fragassi agreed that the renewed popularity of the shirts may be connected with
the resurgence in classic rock 'n' roll.
"It could be attributed to many things,"

Fragassi said. "Music could be a big part."
The changes that the revival of tie-dyes
represents go beyond the music, Fragassi
said. There is also a renewal of the ideas
and feelings of the '60s that goes along
with the music.
Fragassi and McAdams say they make
their own tie-dyes, which involves wrapping a white shirt in rubber bands or

string, and dipping them in various colored
dyes.
While tie-dyed shirts are most commonly
associated with the '60s, they are considered an art form in other parts of the
world according to Kathleen M. I lagan, associate art professor.
She said that the tie-dying is embedded
in the cultures of Africans and Indone-

Brian Fragassi, freshman design technology major, and Brad
McAdams, freshman line arts major, display some of the tie-

sians, but for them the process of making
the shirts is more complex than in America.
Many of these tie-dyes are so well done
that they would be unrecognizable as tiedyed to the average person, Hagan said.
These tie-dyes are made by wrapping them
in thread to create a very controlled, beautiful pattern, she said.

Friday/John Potter
dyed shirts which they make and sell out of their room in
Founders Quadrangle.
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Stephanie & John
Lisa & Thomas
Pam & Dave
Kendra & Rob
Amy & Pat
Wendy & John
Katrine & Joe
Joy & David
Sheila & Kevin
Stef & Kev
Beth & Andy
Kathy & Todd
Denise & Steve
Rene & Casey
Karolyn & Jason
Barb & David
Mitzi & Tim
Lisa & Scott
Beth & Dave
Megan & Matt
Kim & Fred
Poooter & Skip
Rhonda & Rob
Cindy & Dave
Linda & Jim
Chauntel & Chad
Amy & Bob
BJ & Greg
Goober Smooch & Goober
Barb & Scott
Mary & Charlie
Dawn & Emanuele
Tracl & Jetf
Amy & Don

MED

The Two Townies
Little Dude & Scott
Michelle & Scott
Cheryl & Scott
Cindy & Norm

Amy & Tony
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Jennlter & Bob
Sticky Buns & Terribly Sexy
Fluff Chic & Dudeman
Thrasher & Nubbins
Misty & George Michael
Missy & Huey Lewis
Amy & Joe
Sonla & Waynels
Joanie & Matt
Karen & John
Rene & Rick
Cheryl & Mike
Heather & Dave
Tammy & Chris
Daffy & Donald
Lori & Mike
Debbie & the mystery man
Amy & One of Two
Big Fox & Little Duck
Shayne & Dominic
Julie & Dan
Lisa & Jeff
Kathy & Tim
Kim & Brian
Linda & Larry
Gum by & Pokey
Frlch & Frock
Beth & Don
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c
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Hair

Chapman, McFerrin big winners

■(Continued from page 4)
can give a similar appearance. Evans said.
"Lifting a shade or depositing color won't
be noticeable but gives a subtle shine and
depth."
Once the style has been chosen, the next
step to getting and keeping a good look is
finding a good styling product. Lnrmg
Todd Jr.. a barber at Service Barber Shop,
426 E. Wooster St., suggested using a gel

rather than a mousse. "Styling gel will
work better — it's not quite as tacky," he
said.
Probably most importantly, according to
Brunetti, the style chosen must look natural. "You want to take the time and use the
products, but you don't want your hair to
look processed," she said. "You want to
look as though you are in control of your
hair, not the other way around."

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Tracy Chapman, a
quiet and retiring newcomer who brought
a disquieting reality to the pop charts with
her self-titled debut LP, won three Grammy awards Wednesday night — but the
record and song of the year was Bobby
McFerrin's ebullient "Don't Worry, Be
Happy."
McFerrin, whose voice and body are his
only instruments and who won his first

Grammy in 1985 for jazz vocals, was the
night's big winner with four of the coveted
miniature gramophones. He also won the
male jazz vocal award for the song "Brothers" in addition to the pop vocal prize for
his "Don't Worry."
Manhattan Transfer, the closely harmonious jazz quartet, won best pop performance by a duo or group for their single

"Brad."

This
Spring Break,
go Greyhound
instead
Hx just $49.50 each way,
you and your friends can
afford to pile on Greyhound.
Whether it's the beach, the
slopes or your hometown,
going Greyhound won't
cramp your style.

s

49

each way based on round-I rip purchase.

.fiKAndleaveire driving to us.'
300 Lehman Avenue • 353-5982

Musi present valid college 1.1) card upon purchase. No other discounts apply; Tickets are nontranslerahle and good only for travel tm Greyhound
and other participating carriers Offer limited Greyhound also offers k)w Money Saver fares. Some restrictions apply Spring Break fare available
2'I 89 through 4/30 '89and is subject to change without notice. C1989 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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Hero unimpressed by drunken Delts
'zrMarketsquar*
H«ro
I'm sure the guys would fit right in.

Before any Delts get out their paper and
crayons to print out a letter to me saying
I'm "against the Greek system" or a "frustrated outsider," I hope they read this.
The Greek system has its merits. A
fraternal organization can be a very beneficial social force in a young man's life. The
many philanthropies are impressive and
valuable achievements.

by Dennis Robaugh
In an attempt to pretend I had a modicum of culture, I attended a presentaton of
"House of Blue Leaves" a few weeks ago. I
must say, despite the inferior quality of Joe
E. Brown theater, I found the play quite
enjoyable.
'Needless to say, I was not at the Friday
night show attended by members of Delta
Tau Delta.
Theater-goers Friday night had the distinct honor and pleasure of witnessing
"The Delt Adventure" — featuring about
1 fid drunken Delts
We can't fault the boys for getting
drunk. They were having a good old time,
being stupid and loud and obnoxious. Only
they shouldn't have done it in a theater.
So I suggest the Delts have their future
date parties in a location more suitable to
their intellectual and emotional maturity.
These date parties should also be held in a
place far removed from civilized human beings.
How about an isolated island off the
coast of Florida, where the inhabitants are
as level-headed and emotionally balanced
as any inbreeder can be?

But approximately 80 percent of the
campus does not want to be part of the
Greek system, and neither do I.
So the Delts can stuff that whiney, simpering rebuttal right up their asses.
1 won't dwell on the fact that the Delts
spoiled the performance for everyone else.
They made fools of themselves, proving
they are cultural and social misfits.
They marred not only their own image,
but the image of all Greek organizations
on campus.
In the words of Billy Einhom, a character in the play. "Anyone can create, but to
be an audience..."
I'm sure most of the Delts don't remember that line, but they were quite an
audience.
Ladies, be treated to a night of class with
a Delt. Spend a night at the theatre where
your date will bedazzle you with his style
and grace as he deftly clodhops out of the
row, stumbles up the steps and reaches the
toilet in time to vomit. Cracefully, of
course. It is the Delt way.
I'm sure all of the Delts weren't imbeciles that evening, then again maybe they
were. It's guilt by association. The Delts
should be treated as one organism, one
social mutant in the whole of humanity.
I think one letter best exemplifies the

HOWARD'S oluh H
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER
BAUD UPDATES ON HI. S

lack of brain functioning among the Delts.
"My special 'thank you' goes to Helene
Gresscr and Mary Boone for their help and
understanding," wrote Michael Howick.
Delt til Death.
I think they could have done without the
catcalls and jeers, your special "thank
you." You guys should be very thankful
they didn't throw your sorry asses out of
the theater.
"Without your help and understanding,
we would not have been able to make our
date party the date party it is designed to
be," wrote Howick.
You have got to have industrial-sized
gonads to write a letter like that after the

performance you gave that night. It's too
bad your gonads are 100 times the size of
your brain.
I'm no theatre expert, but this was a
damn good show with a terrific cast. Jim
Azelvandre may be the finest actor to cross
the University's stage in many years.
I believe the boys of Delta Tau Delta owe
the cast of "Blue leaves", the audience
and the University an apology.
And I'm no expert on theatre etiquette,
but 1 know common sense and I know
manners.
And boys of Delta Tau Delta, you don't
have them.

ieriefits of kissing
just 'coincidental'
by»«toctliM—tureo
Advertising gimmicks often an? used to catch th* consumer's attention, totne
world of advettising. these gimmicks can be manipulated u» imrjry falsine*.
Herman Kahler, owner of Kalher Drug Store m Pcmbervilie. publishes health
tips wttl««tore's advertisements. The ad'A kiss a day" informed readers that
men who loss their wives every morning will lire at least five years km** and earn
20 to 25 percent more money.
These discoveries originate from a German life insurance study. The ad continued to say that men who kiss also have fewer accidents and SO percent tower illness
rates. «
Befori?Hahler publishes these helpful health hints, a company m Wisconsin
researches all the data.
Whfle Kahler believes this information is trivia to help everyone live easier, Dr.
Elmer Sprenzer and Dr. Eldon Snyder, of the sociology department, said the information is a spurious correlation.
_
A spurious correlation is comcklaatal and dues not imply any casual relationship. The false correlations can pfesent a trap for careless readers.
"Jjfesing doesn't have anything to do with living longer. Kissing may be related to
other things that may be related to living longer," Snyder said.
According to Spreitzer. the other factors related to longer fivinfj are connected
to interpersonal interactions. The more people are connected with other people,
the better family life and marriages they will have. Because people develop these
personal relationships, dally kissing is common.
, •
"H would be wrong to go around telling people that If you kiss your wife youtbe
a better husband. It would be wrong to do that," Snyder said.

Campus Pollyeyes
"A Gathering Place //
Tonight: Live Entertainment with Tom Gorman
FREE CUP OF
SOUP

Nike Katon

Wednesday thru Saturday
February 22 - 25

With Any Large Salad
Chef. Taco. Veg. or Turkey
Campus Pollyeyes Save si oo

"$TOO"OFF"
Any Full Price Pasta Dinner
Campus Pollyeyes 352-9638

$4T6b~
Howards is a Designated Driver Participant

Any Small 10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items 70' a $5 20 value
Campus Pollyeyes 352-9638

12.80
I
I
I
I

H

DOUBLE PIZZA
Two 14 Inch One Item Pizzas

Extra Items $1.20 A $15 60 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E Court Street
352 9638
_FREE_DELiyERY

FREEPOp"
Wilh Any
Large Sub. Bumlo. or
Large Salad (CM, Veg , Taco. Turkey)
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E Court Street
352-9638
FREE DELIVERY
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Inside All of Us
June/Melinda

I been here fa' 'bout twenty years
I didn't have to be heah
This somethin' I wanted ta do
It wasn't me killed dat boy and dat girl
Huh name wuz Melinda, his name wuz Bobby
She wuz pretty, too
Long, black hair that went all the way down huh back
An' the prettiest hazel eyes I ever saw

Somedays Melinda wuz gettin' sick or gettin' huh hair all done up at Miz Frannie's
■ Somedays Bobby had to work in his daddy's warehouse
or see his gramma over in Swanton
dat's about fifteen miles offa interstate seventy
But when I call, Melinda's momma say she feel jus' fine an' got huh hair done last week
But when I call, Bobby's daddy say dat' his day off an' he already done seen his gramma
once this week
Dey gonna let me out a heah June the first
Five years ain't dat long, you'll make it
Just remember whut I said, keep kinda quiet
I got some friends in heah tho'
William, dey call 'im 8-Ball, been heah fa' fifteen years, he got five mo left
We'll go see 'im tomorrow
I got anotha' cell mate, too
He was crawlin' on my chest one night 'bout seven years ago
I ain't crazy, but I named him Bob
I jus' feed 'im an' pet 'im like a dog
Bob ain't neva bit me
-Get in them cells'-

I been stabbed a two times in heah
One time in the stomach, 'notha time in the arm
Wasn't nothin' I could do about it then
I done had to kill a coupla fellas
If I hadn't, woulda killed myself
(Gimme a smoke)
(You want that hand, you betta' take it offa my cigarettes)
Ya'll both betta' shut up fo' 1 git up outta dis' cell an' hurt one a ya'll!
My boy'll turn fo'ty year of this June
He got a beautiful wife an' two chiluns, they almost growed up now
Dey wuz bom in June too, ain't dat somethin'
One boy, one girl, he look just like his daddy, too

One day he fine out whut wuz happinin'
As a matter a fact, he saw whut wuz happinin'
I taught my boy how to shoot when he wuz ten years of
We use to go out to the woods an' hunt deer an' rabbit an' bear
He couldn't neva shoot anything Its' he was riled up
He couldn't get hisself excited nuff ta shoot Its' he was mad
Madder he got, the betta his aim
I 'member once I had to smack him upside the head to get 'im to nail dis rabbit he'd
chased out of a hole

(oooh, look at what we got here, fresh meat)
(yeah, dat's gonna be mine tonight)
(look at his skin, nice an' smooth, ain't got no scars on his face)
(it ain't the skin on his face I gonna be lookin' at)
Ya'll ain't gonna be lookin' at nothin' but a mouthful of busted teeth
You be alright in heah if you keep yo' mouth shut
What dey talkin' 'bout probably gonna happen, but it don't have to
Food don't taste that bad once you used to it
Took me'bout twenty years to get used to it, tho'

■Lights out in ten minutes!It won't be so bad if you get used to people tellin' you whut to do
I was in the army once
People tell ya' when to go to bed, when to wake up, when to eat

My boy woulda did ennythang fa' Melinda
Bobby woulda did ennythang fa' da' both uh dem
Bes' friends an' girlfriends don't nova' mix if you sma't

Once he shot a doe an' a buck while dey wuz makin' love
At least the rabbit had a chance ta run

I could see it, an' feel it
Dey all wuz bout eighteen den
Bobby would come ov'a to see my boy and Melinda would be
Sittin' wif my boy wif huh head on his shoulda on da couch
An' dey would be holdin' hands

Police come straight to the house
He wuz only eighteen
I couldn't let my only son live in hell
He come see me ev'ry Sunday, sometime he bring his wife an' my granbabies
I survived 'cause I'm a strong man

I wish I didn't have to tell you 'bout this by experience
Dey say it happen to ev'rybody in jail
Dat don't mean it supposed to happen
I don't care how long you gotta stay heah, don't do what dey did to me to anybody
This a bad place
Man try to take anotha' man's manhood away
Dey did whut dey did
Fo' a while I thought I wasn't a man no more
But dey couldn't take it away from me
When my boy wasn't lookin'
Bobby wuld be just a starin' at Melinda
Wit' dis look in his eye
Melinda knew
An' she didn't like it
She hated Bobby
My boy couldn't see dat, tho'
I said Melinda hated Bobby didn't I?
But she liked the attention
Dat's love's curse, Once you get it, you want more
Dey only got me once tho'
Guards found 'em both dead in their cell one day
My boy loved dem two so much
He couldn't even see when
Somedays. he wuz so lonely

He's a strong man now, he wouldn'a made it den
My gran' son graduate from college on da eigth
Today's da thirtieth a May
Hope my dress clothes is soil in style...
copyright, 1989

-Lights Out!-

by Artlt Moore

I

Raindrops on the Petals
The argumntl* over,
•pain can now be felt
Fro»tneeJimth«li*rad<ie«tt
Too *ent ny flowers yesterday
Torieteraeforgneandforift
And I knew th*l couldn't stay angry with
you
Since the day that we first met
As 1 noticed upon the flower*
Some water gfatoming then,
1 wondered what had happened.

And ItoocntWHwith*?** care.
See. outside the ram was fa«ng.
I tfemtfnt • drop or two had found
Their way upon my flowers
Instead oftphsfcJng to the ground.
But the card sent with the roses
Made the situation clear.
For those rajajdrops on the petals
Were your own 'goodbye" tears.
copyright 19*»
byP*rtctoH«nfc«i
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Instructional Programming

Workout

Varied

Dating

700 Club

1 Love Lucy

Andy Griffith CHiPs

Newly wed

ESPN Basic Tr

Aerobics

Bodyshapi

TMC Movie

Movie

Gong Show

Potatoes

H. Square

Jem

Flintstones

Chipmunks

Yogi Bear

Gh busters

DuckTales

Happenin

Gilligan

Chipmunks

Teens

DuckTales

Fun House

Ml. Strokes Webster

Varied Programs

Legends 01 Wrestling
Movie

| Varied

Tractor Pull

Movie

Varied
Varied

AIR POLLUTION:
THE
DANGER
CONTINUES
Join the fight for Clean Air!
I

•
WE'VE GOT
N»*rV
THE BEST
'Vs^
COMIC
BOOKS
IN
TOWN!

V*

B.G. Elks

Daily Lunch Specials
Our dining room is open to the
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. • 1:30 p.m.

me

uuaue

Newstand
Headquarters
sin Our Comic Club Today!

178 S. Main
Bowling Green

353-2176

btiomtj

art

553-uuaue
135 Yz c. court

Banquet catering available for
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets,
etc.

Call 352-2149
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30

o
o
ID
©
©
ffl
©
03

CD

USA Today

Beauty and the Beast

Dallas

News Cont'd

Ontario

Our Town

National Geographic

Tommy Hunter

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardyl

Beauty and the Beast

Dallas

10:30

10:00

11:00

Journal

11:30

News

Taxi

News

Pilot 1

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Father Dowlmg Mysteries

Movie: "Karate Kid Part Two"

News

Tonight Show

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Strangers

Belvedere

News

Nightline

Rod! Reel

Business

Full House

Ten ot Us

20/20

12:00
Jeftersons

12:30
Benson
Rockin'

Letterman
Arsemo Hall

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wast. Week wall St.

Doctor Who

Viewpoint

Mystery!

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Firing Line

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wan St.

Movie: "Julia"

Served

Business

Charles

A Break

WKRP

H.s Heroes

Rocktord Files

Movie: "Poltergeist II: The Other Side"

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Spoons

Facts ot Lite Family Ties

3 5 Co

Movie:

Jeftersons

Sanlord

Fail Guy

SportsLook

Speedweek

SportsCtr.

AWA Wrestling

SportsCtr

Movie:

Movie: "King Kong Lives' Cont'd

Figure Skating: US Pro Championship

Modern Girts"

Best Sellers

Ontario

What's New

Its Ernest1

Boater

In-Fisberman

Wonder-

ALF Cont'd

Cosby Kids

Punky B.

Ed Grimley

European

Every Which Way But Loose'

Sea Hunt

News
Shark Tournament

Hmooner

Spirit ol Adventure

Movie: "The Barbarians'

1

ID
ID

9:30

CBS News

SATURDAY AFTERN(K)N
FEBRUARY 25,1989
12:30
1:00
11:00
11:30
12:00
1:30
O Its Ernest Movie: "The Curse ol Frankenstein"

o

9:00

News

ESPN Running.
TMC

FEBRUARY 24,1989
8:00
8:30
7:30

7:00

2:00

2:30
Fishn

Benny mil

|Movie: "The Couch Tnp"

3:00

3:30

4:00

College Basketball: JJNLV at Louisiana State

Driver's Seat Par 27

Sign-Olt

4:30

5:00

5:30

PGA Golf: Doral Ryder Open

Sportsweekend: Work) Cup Skiing and Track and Field

Newsmakers Showcase

College Basketball: UNLV at Louisiana Stats

Young Univ

HSQuiz

Fishing

CoHege Basketball: Notre Dame at Georgia Tech

PGA Golf: Doral Ryder Open
LPGA Golf: Kemper Open

m

Bugs a Tweety

Crack-Ups

WWF Superstars

Baldness

Twin Star

Eat-Be Thin

PBA Bowling: True Value Open

Wide Work)

©

Cooking

Moneymk

Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Workshop

Collectible

Quitting

Hometime

Timeline

Drive-In

Creatures Great S Small

Flower Shop Yan Cooks

Motorweek

Rod S Reel

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Hometime

Gourmet

Lap Quilting

Alexander

Tony Brown

European

Sci Jml.

China

Gateway/Mindpower

College Basketball: Northwestern at Michigan State

Buck Rogers

Happenm

TandT

Scratch

It's a Living

War ol the Worlds

Movie: "WoHen"

Movie: "Conan the Barbarian"

©
B3
SD

Madeleine

Billy Packer

Clash/Titans Munsters

ESPN Sports
TMC

Movie:

Gameday

College Basketball: Tulsa at Arkansas

The Couch Trip"' Cont'd

|Movie:

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

o
o
ID
ID

Seniors PGA Golf: Aetna Challenge Second Round

The Color ol Money

7:30

8:00

Short Film

8:30

Dolphin Cove

9:00

9:30

News

CBS News

PM Weekend

Sat. Report

House Calls

Boater

Don Cherry

NHL Hockey: Buffalo Sabres at Montreal Canadians

News

CBS Ne»s

Fortune

Cash Exp

Dolphin Cove

TV 101

10:00

11:00

10:30

11:30

12:00

12:30

Movie: "Jmxed!"
Spit Image

News
West 57th

News

Movie: "Our Family Honor"

1. Claudius

NBC News

War ot the Worlds

227

Hunter

News

Saturday Night Live

Fishing

ABC News

Star Search

Long Live the Dream

Man Called Hawk

Murphy's Law

DC Follies

WWA Bruiser Bedlam

es

DeGrassi

Station

Lawrence Wetk Show

Wonderworks

Great Performances

Women Don't Have Blues

M Russell

Austin City Limits

Lawrence Weik Show

Wonderworks

Austin City Limits

Movie: "Weds Fargo"

Reporters

Beyond Tomorrow

Star Trek: Next Gener

Freddys Nightmares: A

War of the Worlds

M#A-S"H

Reporters

College Basketball: Georgetown at St Johns

SportsCtr

Basketball: Colorado State at Wyoming

Movie:

Movie: "Separate Vacations"

Mama

Star Trek: Ne xtGener

ESPN Pro Skiing
TMC

She's Sheriff Star Trek

Corsican

Ropes

SportsCtr
Movie

Empty Nest

News

News

Nova

Golden Girls

the Corsican Brothers

ffl

0D
69
0D

Amen

Tennis: U.S. Pro Indoor Championship

Movie: "Rosary Murders'

West 57th

TV 101

War of the Worlds

NBA Basketb all: Detroit Pistons at New J srsey Nets

To Be Announced

The Dirty Dozen

The Couch Trip

DOUG'S WASH & DRY

g***

Where Doing Your
Laundry is a Pleasure

%

NEW METHOD OF LIGHTENING AND
PERMANENTLY BRIGHTENING HAIR WITH
THI USE OF NON OXIDIZING PIGMENTS.

• Clean, Modern Atmosphere
• Well Maintained Machines

LIGHTEN 1—4 LEVELS IN 1 — 4 MINUTES

open
7 a.m. • 11 p.m. • 7 days a week

Regularly $35 - Now only $30 with
Nicole, Susie, Kelly and Marta
offer expires 3/0/89
Hair E Canary
315 E, Woostw

1045 N. Main Across from Foodtown
354-1477

^vinvfir^t^^iwwu^. ■»>•■■•■;■:■'■:■•■ ■•■:■:■:'.■:■; u ^^^^.ui^A'.i.^.:^:.;.:.:.y.:/iVJ:.-/<.v/^.;;'v

Timeline

Twin Star

Sign-Off
Fn the 13th Series
Tomorrow

Falcon House
Sporting Goods

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G

352-3610

Across from Hunlington Bank
Daily 10-9 Sal. 10-5 Sun 12-4

.BE 1 A
\

a
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON

o
a
ID
IS
ffl

11:00
Neighbor

11:30

FEBRUARY 26,1989

12:00

12:30 1

1:00

2:00

1:30

College Basketball: Kentucky al Syracuse

Skier

Gardener

Besl Years

Meeting Place

G.Williams

JayEck

College Basketball: Kentucky at Syracuse

Snut-ins

Mass

Heatm

2:30

Canada

Hymn Sing

College Basketball: Arizona vs Duke

Dand Brinkley

Ctose-Up

Tony Brown

Market

Adam Smith

Wall St

International Stars on Ice

Otscamp

S3

DeGrassi

Rockschool

Computer

Adam Smith

Wash. Week Wall St.

Great Performances

m

Blade

Hometinder

Movie: "War Wagon"

©

WWF Wrestling Challenge

College Basketball: Purdue at Iowa

Movie:

The Day the Earth Moved
Movie:

Seniors PGA Golf: Aeta Challenge Final Round

TMC Waiu/Texas Movie: "No Way Out"

Bookmark

Art Blakey Jazz

Movie: "Coast to Coast

Blizzard is

College Basketball: Illinois at Ohio State

Bodywatch

Editors

Elephant

PGA Goll: Doral Ryder Open
LPGA Goll Kemper Open

SportsWId

Work) Tom.

Starshot

Twin Star

5:30

5:00

PGA Goll: Doral Ryder Open
Sportsweekend: Skiing

m

Gameday

4:30

4:00

NBA Basketball Boston Celtics at New York Knicks

Bus Wor:d

ESPN Reporter

3:30

Showcase'

Fishing

Star Trek Next Gener.

3:00

NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics at New York Knicks

McLaughlin

One on One

Firing Line

Women Don't Have Blues

Munsters

Charles

Out ol World My Secret

Red Dawn"

Superboy

Rich & Famous
Road Racing Winterwortd

Women's Tennis: Virginia Slims ot California

Movie "Educating Rita

Sci Jrnl

Ethics in America

Movie: "Hot Pursuit"

Ski World

Snowy Rivef

SUNDAY EVENING

e
o

6:00
News

6:30

7:00

CBS News

60 Minutes

60 Minutes

Land ot Hope

Raccoons

7:30

8:00

B'combers

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:1)0

10:30

11:00

11:30

News

12:00

Movie "Naked Lie

9B

Struggle lor Democracy

News

Sports Zone "Death in Small Doses'

Murder, She Wrote

Movie:

Naked Lie"

News

Movie: "Wilma

Movie

The Revenge ol Al Capone

News

Entertainment This Week

Siskei

Grow Rich

Venture

Siskel

USA Today

ID
CD

News

CBS News

News

NBC News

Magical World ol Disney

Family Ties

m

Rich a Famous

Great Circuses

Beverly Hills Anniversary

Movie' "Get Smart, Again1"

£B

Lawrence Welk Show

Long Ago

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Danger UXB

Watch Me Move!

Sign-Off

Bookmark

The Horse in Sport

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Sea ol Faith

Frontline

Sign-Oft

21 Jump Street

Wanted

Married

G Snandling Ullman

Duet

Too Close

Mellinger

Movie: "Class

Married

G Snandling Ullman

Duet

Scratch

M"A-S'H

Kenneth Copeland

83
CD
CD

Bodywatch

Star Trek: Next Gener
Star Trek

Ramona

Day by Day

21 Jump Street

wanted

ESPN World Cup Skiing

SportsCtr

College Baseball: Teams to be announced

TMC Snowy River

Movie: "The Couch Trip"

MONDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30

°

O

News

Movie:

SportsCenter

No Way Out"

Soioflex

The Doctor Is In

World Vision

Tennis: US. Champ.

Movie: "Travelling North"

FEBRUARY 27,1989
7:30

8:30

8:00

CBS News

USA Today

Monitor

Danger Bay

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy'

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cheers

NewsContd

What's Alan Watching?

Alto Allo

DeGrassi

What's Alan Watching'
Hogan

ALF

9:00
Brown

9:30

10:00

Designing

Almost Grown

Designing

Almost Grown

Journal

Persuaders
Brown

11:00

10:30

11:30

12:00

12:30

Jelfersons

Benson

News

Taxi

News

House Calls Movie: "Me, Natalie
Magnum. PI

Movie: "From the Dead ol Night

News

Tonight Show

News

Nightline

Letterman
Arsenic Hall

MacGyver

Movie: "Columbo: Murder, Smoke and Shadows

War a Peace

Space Workers

Race Across Alaska

OH Busin

Nature

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour World ol Disney

War S Peace

Space Workers

Race Across Alaska

Served

Business

Charles

A Break

H s Heroes

Rockford Files

Movie: "Footloose

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr

Spoons

Facts ol Lite Family Ties

3'sCo

Movie: "Footloose

Jeflersons

Sanlord

Fall Guy

SportsLook

College Basketball VHUnova at Georgetown

SportsCtr

College Basketball

News

ABC News

Alt Purposes Business

ESPN Sportraits
IMC

Baseball

12:30

Murder, She Wrote

Affair

Family Feud

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

WKRP

SportsCtr

Dalton Gang Movie: "September"

News

College Basketball: Michigan at Michigan State

,s*fn>_

Benny Hill

"Riders ol the Storm

Movie "Switching Channels''

Movie: "Planes, Trains and Automobiles

Sign Off

\3&e tjtftoaMpernenf^
n

Open Mon. Sat.
10-10
Sun. 11-6

Granola Assorted
Flavors

located in
the
Woodland Mall

Cinammon Imperials

$1.49/lb.

s.99/lb.

Chocolate Covered
Raisins

White & Yellow
Popping Corn

$1.99/lb.

$.39/lb.

'(

<.

Feb. 24th thru March 2nd
\*
<'
I '• ^L,. ..-'---

352- 4101

J

^Jvair, _ )«//i, and Flail *Uj*&iq

)

<*REDK£N,

Matrix

20% off any one service
Sebastian
Haircuts, Perms, Partial Perms,
Paul Mitchell
Spiral Perms, Manicures,
H€*U$
High lightening, make-up demonstrations,
and pedicures
This coupon to be used with Natalie
expires 3/10/89
181 S. Main Downtown B.G. 352-4143
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

FEBRUARY 28,1989
8:00
7:30
8:30

O

e
CD
CD

9:00

9:30

News

CBS News

USA Today

Best Catches

Miss USA Pageant

News Coma

Babar

Taikabout

firm estate

Market

Miss USA Pageant

10:00

Man Alive

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardyl

Best Catches

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Matiock

News

ABC News

Aflair

Family Feud

Boss?

m

Oceanus

Business

Nova

GD

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful World ot Disney Nova

Charles

A Break

WKRP

Movie: "Coward ol me County"

Spoons

£0
60

ESPN PGA Tour
IMC

MacNeit/Lehrer Newshour

e
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

News Cont'd
News

CBS News

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

Business

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Jeltersons

Santord

Fall Guy

Lighter Side

SportsCtr.

Battle ol Monster Trucks

News

Top Rank Boxing: From Atlantic City, N.J.

8:30

|Movie:

9:00

10:30

Wiseguy

Best Years

Nature ol Things

Jeopardy!

College Basketball: Toledo at Central Michigan

Professionals

11:00
News

Journal

Front Page

Wiseguy

Sign-Oft

11:30

12:00

"Can't Stop the Music"

News

House Calls

News

Magnum, P.I.

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Two Dads

Nightingales

News

Tonight Show

Altar

Family Feud

Gro. Pains

Coach

Hooperman

China Beach

News

Nightline

Benson

Letterman
Arsenio Hall

All Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Ohio Report

American Playhouse

Promises to Keep

Art Beat

EastEnders

Ideas

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful World ot Disney Ohio Report

American Playhouse

Smithsonian World

Served'

Business

Sign-Oil

Charles

A Break

WKRP

Spoons

Facts ol Lite Family Ties
SportsLook

12:30

Jeltersons

ABC News

Movie

Benny Hill

Taxi

News

Head Ciss

Letterman
Arsenio Hall

Movie: "Eddie Murphy Raw"

The Golden Child"

10:00

9:30

Hard Time on Planet Earth Equalizer

H.'s Heroes

College Basketball Indiana at Ohio State

Rocklord Files

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

3'sCo.

Movie: "Legend"

News

Jeflersons

Santord

Fall Guy

Sports

SportsCtr.

Road Racing PGA Tour

Movie: "Three 0 Clock High"

MARCH 2,1989
8:00
7:30

8:30

Movie: "Crazy Mama"

9:00

News

CDS NOWS

NewsContd

On the Road Pictures

Movie: "The Ernie Game"

USA Today

H'mooner

College Basketball: North Carolina at Georgia Tech

College Basketball: Seton Hall at Providence

Sweet Bird ot Youth

48 Hours

9:30

Movie: "Satisfaction"

10:30

10:00

11:00

Knots Landing

Paradise

Law in

11:30

12:00 1 12:30

N©ws

Taxi

JeHersons

News

House Calls

The Scarlet and the Black

Knots Landing

News

Magnum, P.I.

LA. Law

N*WS

Tonight Show

Journal

| Benson

News

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

41 Hours

Paradise

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show Dil Work)

Cheers

News

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Fine Romance

Dynasty

HeartBeat

Nawt

r*gnt»ne

Arsenio Han

Oceanus

Business

ArwMle

Mystery!

America By Design

Time Out

ESSIE nOers

Ideas

Wild Am

Mystery!

Smiiey's People

Served?

Business

Sign-Oil

B MHW

Morton Downey Jr.

Jeflersons

Santord

SportsCtr

Basketball: Utah State at Cal-lrvme

MicNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am.

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wonderful Work) of Disney Old House

Charles

A Break

WmHr

CD

Speons

Facts ol Lite Family Ties

ESPN

nriUeajf tVnn

TWC

Women Don't Have Blues

Served

Fortune

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

o
o

Unrv Forum

Ethics m America

News

ESPN NBA Today
TMC

Ethics m America

'Movie: "Beverly Hills Cop II"

USA Today

CBS No*s

News

Movie: ' Speedtrap"

Magnum, P.I,

AIDS Quarterly

Trucks

O

House Calls

News

AIDS Quarterly

SportsLook

MARCH 1,1989
7:30
8:00

News

Nightline

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Cleveland Cavaliers

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:30
7:00
6:00

Benson

Tonight Show

3 s Co

Auto Racing

12:30

Jeltersons

News

Coach

Facts ot Lite Family Ties

Auto Racing

12:00

Taxi

News

Roseanne

Rocklord Files

SportsCtr.

11:30

News

thirtysomething

Movie: "From the Dead ol Night"
Wonder

H.'s Heroes

Movie: '"batteries not mciu Jed'

11:00

Journal

News

©

10:30

Movie

SportsLook

H.'s Heroes

Recklord Files

Movie

3 5 Co

Movie: "Telefon"

"Hank yPanky"
News

College Basketball: Auburn at Alabama

Switching Channel!

Dear John

H'mooner

College Bask Kball Marytan d at North Carolina State

| Movie: "Black Widow"

Consider the Facts

Movie: "Echo Park"

m

'

ir

jftjl»!uirrlimt8r

GETTING TIRED OF BIG MACS?

If you use two aluminum
cans per day, but don't
recycle, you waste more
energy than each of a
billion human beings in
poorer lands use daily.
DONT THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY

(©/ "SS*

Waggoner

Fail Guy

Movie: "The Couch Trip

Miss Mom's Cooking?
LOCKING FOR A G*«D MEAL?

Letterman

*

WE SPECIALIZE IN HOME COOKING!
HOMEBAKED PIES
HOMEMADE SOUPS

r, OPEN 6am to 8 pm
,

MON. - FRI.
<&> 6am to 2 pm SAT. &&

Jf
4

x

%%-

HERMIT'S
RESTAURANT
307 S. Main St.
354-1388
Bowling Green, Ohio
(Right around th« corner from Video
Spectrum)

Mixed Bouquets - $3.50

428 E. Wooster

353-1045

